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?LOTTED COEFFTCIENTS SCHEDUM: (A): CN, CD4 vs, ALPHA; CN vs. Cad; CY vs. ALPHA 
The Direction Controlled Anti-Tank 14isslle (DCE~T)  is a shoulder 
fired weapon ;.;it11 3 rc:ir located J e t  rcoctLon control cyztem. The con- 
t r o l  system u t i l i z e s  four  bf-stable l ' lu i~f ic  rilvr-s pff,.!~red by 3 port ion 
of t h e  exhaust Gases during the p o ~ t  cdect, boost phase of the missile's 
f1ii;ht. 3 4 0  czndidntc f i n s  arc psoyo;cd to  nffor4 tube launch capabi l i ty ,  
r; flat pol din^ fln ( F ~ ' )  and n curwd wound lin (I?). The model ;:ss 
tested \ : i th  t k c  control system operated st t v o  condltf on;; a t  de lL:n 
lev21 (:upply F r c z s u r e  to m b i e n t  prccsurc r a t l o  = 86) ar,?. sn over prec-  
s u e  level (2rc;zi;re r e t io  = 130). 
Tes t s  ::ere cond~ct-r.d ts t  t h e  IGZL-/~aez f a c i l i t y  i n  t h ~  lh Foot B a n -  
.;orric wid tne x 7 Foot E~personic Tunnels. Tes t  2P~ch n a b e r  ranee i:as 
fron 1.1 = c~,t.;4 to :, 5 uld r;he model :.::is tectc-d ovi-r t h e  r-,r.~lc--of'-sttac11 
rrzni;rl- - 4 d c g e e s .  
m e r n n l  reometrjr: 
A l J 5  percent scale model of thc DCAT was used durlng the t e s t s .  
Photogsphs of t h e  model are sham in figures 4 and 5. Details of the  
cxtcrnnl geometry are given in figure ?. Cut outs  shmtn i n  the f i n s  are 
intended t o  nccomodatc t h e  mechanism used t o  extend the  fSns af-l;er 
launch. Eoth Pino (fold dm~n fin, F4 & wrap around f i n ,  F5) vere t e s t e d  
s ~ i t h  zinulntcd "pop upt' springs i n s t a l l e d  i n  these cu t  outs. The t r a f l -  
ine edge of each f l n  extended one-half inch beyond t h e  model base when 
i n s t a l l e d .  The Isunch tube  bore riders s h a m  at tached t o  34 are i n  
practice i n s t a l l ed  on the missile surface, but for  ease of fabrication 
vere mounted on this f i n .  E n  F5 was not tested with  t h e  bore rid%r 
installed. The fin retaining band I s  u t i l i z e d  t o  provide s t r u c t u r a l  
support t o  the  forr.rard fin mounting pads and \las t e s t e d  installed r . ~ i t h  
fi only. The four conduits located go0 apart and or iented  between t he  
f i n s  simulated ~ r i r i n g  tunnels on the  miss i l e  used t o  route e l e c t r f c a l  
leads from the w o  g-uidancc package f o n ~ a r d  of the motor to the f l u i d i c  
control package near the  missile base. These conduits were installed 
on all conf igura t ions  tested. 
Flui di c Valves : 
The four s ingle  stage jet reaction con t ro l  valves were located In 
t h e  m o d e l i ~ i t h  the exhaust por t s  located  as shown in figure 2. These 
valves are flight hwd~rare valves modified t o  fit the oversize model and 
t o  accept commands from a remote device r a t h e r  than a gyro package. Each 
valve i s  a b i - s t a b l e  f l u i d i c  d e ~ c e  which m y  be w i t c h e d  by c l o s i n ~  t h e  
appropr ia te  control port, Switching of these valves 1% controlLcd a t  
60 cycles per  scc. Control is produced by bias ing  the flow in t he  de- 
sired d i rec t ion  during a portion of each cycle. Cold air was suppl.ied 
t o  the valves during t e s t i n g  to simulate t h e  hot Gasses employed during 
f ll r:ht . 
It ;:as necessary t o  adjust the operating concept of the control 
system in the wind tunnel t o  afford mutching f l i g h t  conditions, In 
flight, t h e  hot  gas i s  suppl ied  t o  the  valves a t  1P50 psi (86 times am- 
b i e n t  air pressure). I n  the reduced atmosphere, both the supply  pressure 
l eve l  and pressure r a t i o  could not be maintained. The parameter se lec ted  
t o  be matched was pressure r a t i o .  Maintaining t h i s  ratio a l l a ~ e d  dup l i -  
cating t he  e x t e r n a l  flor.1 characteristics developed due t o  the  intcrnction 
between the  contt*ol je t  flow and t h e  f r e e  stream. However, t h e  f l i g h t  
t h r u s t  of the  valves was not duplicated at the reduced pressure level. 
A determination of t he  "sculedl' thrust was made by c a l i b r a t i n g  t h e  model 
wi th  the  tannel  evacuated t o  t e ~ t  pressures buL with  no free stream flow. 
This  information i s  presented i n  figure 3. 
A summary of the configurations and condit ions investigated is given 
i n  t a b l e  I. Configuration B2F4C i s  t h e  configurat ion of primary ' n t e res t  
and t e s t i n g  of B2B5C and off -design c o n t r o l  pressurization (p0 = 130) 
J 
was accomplished only t o  the e x t e n t  of t e s t  time available. ktensive 
testing wns dorie t o  determine i f  operating the control ~ y a t e m  In a plane 
interferred wi th  zontrol system operution in t h e  opposite plane. Testing 
of the control system-on condit ion trns not done at Ibch numbers ?.20 and 
. ' .5u  oiuce no ef fec t  of the control system t ~ u s  found as this range tras 
approached. 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The 4-by-7 Foot S1.ipersoni.c Tunnel i s  a component of the Ames Uni- 
tary P33n Wind Tunnel. Tllis tes t  f a c i l i t y  i s  a closed-loop, continuous 
fLm7, variable-density tunnel.  The Mach number range of the 9-by-7 leg 
of this t u n n e l  i s  from 1.4 t o  z.6. The test  wYa conducted under the 
Mach numbers from 1.55 to 'l.50 at stagnation pressux-2 of LG Lo ;;I? psia .  
The 14 Foot Transonic Tunnel i s  a cl.osed-loop, continuous flow t r i t h  
n. constant s t a g i n t i o n  pxe:;zure (14.7 p s f  ). F$..?lch number range of t h i s  
facility is from c.6 t o  1.". Testing was conducted from 0.64 to 1.10 
Moch number. 
DATA REDUCTION 
Forces and moments were reduced to non-dimensional coefficient Porn 
in the missile axis system. Reference dimensions used in the reduction 
a r e  : 
Sref = .11 sq. ft. 
ilr e f  = ,375 ft. 
Bref = ,375 ft* 
XMRP = 0.0 
YMRP = 0.0 
ZMRP = 0.0 
The data accuracy i s  considered to be reflected by t h e  repeatability 
of the data in the p i t c h  plane (cN & h). The measurement in the yaw 
plane (cy)  was strongly influenced by the dynamic response of the sting- 
balance-model. Therefore, this data usefnlness is limited to determining 
levels and trends. 
N O M E N C L A T U R E  
Cenr:rr~ l 
(P PHI 
D r n I N L T I O r ?  
:peed of' sound; m/sec, r t /sec 
prtl:sul coeff'icicint; (pl - pco)/q 
Mci1.h number; V/P 
prc:i:urti; N/mc , ps i '  
dynshfc  presaurc; l / L . p ~ i ,  ~ / m ' ,  p s f  
t l r i i t  Hryrioldo number; pt:r m, p e r  ft 
s n ~ l f :  ot' s idesl f  p, d e g c e s  
~ l n ~ l i .  of r o l l ,  dei:ret: 
m!j:;;: d c ~ c i t ; ;  i rg /m?,  ::;t,,:s/ftj 
fit.ft.rcncc & C. G. D~f in i t i ons  
r r  :'+,rt.n .+ i r r i3 ! th  or wing mcsn 
*~&-rodyr?f.rnlc r2nord; m, ft 
hint *:rc:-~ or reference +jres: m' , ft:i 
numer,t rcft.rt:nc+? p o i n t  
mompnt referenre  po in t  on X ex i s  
m3mcnt referenre point on Y a x i s  
m ~ m e n t  referenre point on Z a x i s  
b-jce 
l o c a l  
s t ~ t i  ' ccndf t i w s  
t o t s 1  condl t i o n s  
f r ~ e  -trerim 
CAF' 
CIM 
c l d ~ - f  ori?c coeff i r f  e n t ;  rorce 
qs 
1 ~ t ~ - f o r ~ . ~ ~  poeffiCienti be se force 
as 
Ab( C'b ' P * ) / ~ S  
forebody v x i ~ l  f o ~ c e  coefficient; CA - 
C ~ b  
pi taching-n~oment  coefficient ; ltloment k- 
yawing-rnomcnt coeff icicnt; Yawing; moment 
qSb 
rollir~g-moment coefficient; moment 
qSb 
MOD 
free ~ t r c n m  s t a t i c  pressure, pcia ,  
c o n t r c l  system siipply prccsure, psfo. 
POJ/PF r a t i o  OF control  system pressure to free stream 
prcssur' , 
P-MOD c o n t r o l  aystem modulation i n  p i t c h  plane. 
Y -MOD cont ro i  ::ystcm modulation i n  raw plane. 
B2 body 
conduits spaced 90' apar t  
CPB 
modulation, a positfvc modulation is a force 
that causes b p ~ s i t i v e  moment; a modulated 
fo rce  is a portion of t h e  :otol reactive force 
a c t i n g  in n selected direction, for s 605 
modulation f1m1 is biased in the deslret2 
direction for 80$ of a cycle and for 205 of 
the cycle the f101i is directed i n  the opposite 
d i r e c t i o n  yielding a net  force i n  the desired 
direction for 60% of the cycle. 
base pressure coefficient .  
1 DATA SETI'RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY [DATE : 
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Figure 1. - 4x5s Systems. 
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Figure 2. - Continued. 
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c. Fin Details, F 5 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding source data 
are available from Data Management Services Operations. 
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CIIMACH = 2.50 PAGE 17 
DATA SET SYHSII CONFIGURATION DE5CR:PTION BETA P - W  Y-l*OD PCJ/FF R E F W E  l W m T l I 3 ? d  
(BXlOD2 I MIAT ARC 6031604 82 F4 C 
i BXIOD3 1 QCAT ARC 603/604 82 F 4  C 
I BX1004 I ECAT NK 603/604 B2 F 4  C 
( B X I O E  OCAT AUC GOW604 82 F4 C 
.W#3 .000 .000 86.000 SREF IIGU 50.F7. 
.MX3 40.0013 .1300 e5.m LREF -3750 FT. 
.000 6 0 . m  -000 66.000 BREF 2750 FT.  
.MY3 100.OOO .DDO 86.000 )OIRP .OM30 F T .  
rnP .OWO F T .  
ZMRP .OOCO F T .  
TALE 125.0000 P E m T  
ANGLE aF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
P l TCH MODULATION EFFECT 
r A ~ M A ~ H  = n .GA PAGE 18 
M T A  SETSY- CWIGURATIONOESCRIPTl@N 
LBXIlMZ 1 M A T  h!X =3/604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1003 1 M A T  ARf COY604 B2 F4 C 
L ~ ~ 1 0 0 4  I M A T  kRC 603604 32 F4 C 
[ BX1005 1 DtAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P - W  Y-Hoe W i P F  W E E M E  IWWTION -- 
,000 .W0 .000 86.000 SREF I I 0 0  M.FT. 
.MM 40.000 .GOO ES.000 LREf .3750 FT, 
.OD3 60.000 ,000 85.000 BREF .31M F T .  
,030 100.000 -000 €G.OGU XmP .0(3n0 F T .  w .OODO F T .  
ZMRP .0000 FT. 
SCALE 129.0000 PERtfST 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
P I TCM MBDULAT I BN EFFECT 
EBIMACH = 0.80 PAGE 19 
M T A  SET S m  C M l G L W A I l D N  GE5C3'PTIW 
I BXLODZ 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 B.? F4  C 
[ 8K1003 1 OCAT ARC 60WE04 B2 F4 C 
IBX1004 J OCAT ARC b03/604 82 f4 C 
[ EX1005 1 OChT ARC 603/GX 82 F4 C 
BETA P-rOD Y-rr00 pDJ/w EfEREKE IhFURHATI[IM 
- - -- 
.DM .000 .OW S.Cm YZEF .I lW %.FT. 
-000 40.W .CBO =.COO LREF .5150 FT. 
.m 6O.W .Cm ffi-om) S F  .3750 FT, 




ZmP .MOD FT. 
SALE 125.OCXn3 PEROJr 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
PI TCH HBDULAT HBN EFFECT 
[DIMACH = 1.00 PAGE 2 1 
DATA SET SYWGL COhiF IC1LRAT ION DESCRiPTION 
[ BX1002 1 M3AT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
1 6x1003  1 DCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
[ BX1004 ) OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
( BXlCQ5 1 DCAT ARC 60WE.04 B2 F4 C 
BETA P-MDD Y - f S l  P O J W  REFERENCI: IWORHAf ICN 
.WO ,000 -000 86.M30 W F  , 1 1 0 0  50 -FT .  
.WO 40.009 .@DO e 6 . m  LREF 3 F T .  
-003 60,000 .000 86.Dn0 BKEF .3EU FT. 
.m too.aa0 .m 8 5 . ~ 0  XMZP .moo FT. 
YrnP .UL1DO F T .  
- - - -
i!lfRP .I333 F T .  
SCALE 125.~00 FERCNT 
DATA SET SmDL C W I G U U T I O N  MStRlPTIW 
[ B X t W 2 )  E A T  hlit 6Q3/604 B2 F4 C 
IBXlOD3 1 iXAT ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1004 1 DCAT A K  60-604 82 F4 t 
I axloo5 I OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
-- ~ ~ - 
.Do0 .M30 .OM3 8S,M)[3 S E F  l l 0 0  SO-FT. 
.OW 40.WD .0I30 86.e30 LREF .m0 FT. 
.M#3 GO.000 . O W  E6.000 BRE .3750 F T .  
.m 100.000 .OM3 85.m Xm? .0000 FT. 
w .D[3W FT. 
m .(1000 F T  
SNE: I2S.[jWO &T 
PAGE 23 
DATA SET SYKBDL C W I W A T 1 0 N  DESCRlPT1ON 
1BXJEa2 1 llCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
(BXIC03 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
I EX1004 1 DCAT ARC 603/6D4 82 F4 C 
[ BX1005 I C t A T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
BETA P-MDD Y-NOO WJ/PF R E F E R E h L t E l M ~ T I ~  
.MXI .OM3 .OD0 E 6 . a  SREF .1100 SO.FT. 
.Om 40.000 .OED 86.000 LREF .375U FT. 
.000 60.000 .ODD 66,0130 EREF .375O FT.  
-000 100.000 .UOO 86.000 WlFiP .OMD FT.  YW .nUUD F T .  
- - -  
zI.fRp . m o  FT. 
SCALE lZS.OM?D PERCNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
PI TCH M8DULAT I ON EFFECT 
- - PAGE 7 A 
OATA SET SvMBd CWlGURATlOlJ MSSRIPTIW 
1 3 x 1 0 ~  1 E A T  ARC 603604 E2 F4 C 
[ BXIOD3 1 DATA NCIT A V A I I B L E  
t ~ x 1 o a 4  I DATA NOT AVA~LABLE 
[ BX1005 1 DATA hi3T AVAILABLE 
E T A  P-MDD Y-H33 POJ/PF WERENtE I R S W M T I a d  
.00D .OM1 .ma 66.W SREF - 1 1 0 0  SI;I.FT. 
.00CI 40.OW .000 66.0130 LREF -3750 FT. 
.mo 60.0uo .om e~.am BFZF .F-u FT. 
.OM3 tOo.UO0 -000 86.000 W . O m  F T .  
Y r n ?  -0000 FT. 
g m U  .0000 FT. 
SCALE I ~ . O D O O  
PAGE 25 
DATA SET SYHBnL CWIGLWhTlON OEStRlPTlCN 
(BX1002 1 DCAT ARC 603/6O4 82 F4 C 
i BX1003 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
I EXlOU4 I DATA NOT AVAILARE 
[ BXICJS 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
RETA P-PUXI Y - m  m/PC REFEREKE J ? F m T l ( r m  -- - - - -- -- 
.OM3 .#U .OW =.ODD YiEr .11CCl SD-FT. 
-000 4 0 . m  .000 et.OM LREF .3Fd fT .  
.OD0 50.000 -000 JZ.ODD @XEF -373 FT. 
.a00 IM3.000 .OD0 8 6 . m  
XWP WQ? 
.DECl0 FT. 
. C E O  FT. 
ZHRP .am0 FT. 
SCALE I S . m  F m m T  
ANGLE BF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
P l TCH MODULAT I ON EFFECT 
C I IMACH = 2.50 PAGE 26 
CaXlrzl2 1 V T  ARC 6W6M 82 N C 
(BX1003 1 &AT ARC 60- B2 F4 C 
C 8x1004 I OCnT ARC -4 82 F4 C 
1 8X1[305 1 BCAT ARC 603/6M 82 F4 C 
E T A  P - W  Y-HCO POJ/FF E F E E K E  I W m T t C %  
.om .m .a00 ffi.ooo S F  I i O D  SD-FT. 
.DM3 40.#0 .OW 86.000 LREF - 3 7 3  FT.  
.COO 60.000 .OD0 86.000 SS -=U FT. 
.QD0 l(30.DOa .IMO E6.MM XFR= .GUQD FT. 
Y W  .M3M I T .  
.00m FT. 
K E  125.QOSt3 FEROYT 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, C t H  
PITCH MBDULAT I flN EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 
DATA SET SYKBOL C W I G E R A T I C N  C£SCRIPTt@N 
[ BXlCO2 1 OCAT ARC 603/6E4 82 F4 C 
t BXtC03  1 OCAT ARC 603/604 02 F4 C 
IBXIC2! J CCAT ARC 603/604 02 F4 C 
I BXtOOs I DCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
@ETA P-MOD Y-HOD WJRF REFEREhKE I W U W A T I M  
.OM .a00 .000 86.000 SREF 1 1 0 0  SO.FT. 
.COO 4 0 . ~ 0  .ODD e6.000 LEF .37=n FT. 
.OD0 6O.W .OED 85.CW EAEF -3750 F T .  
.OOD ICO.KO3 .#0 %.COO Xr;rr .OCCO FT. 
VMZP . O m  FT.  
- - 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
P T TCH MBDULAT T ON E f  FECT 
IBIMACH = 0.80 PAGE 28 
MTA SET !iYI.IBOL C W I G U R A T  lm GESCRIPT lWJ - -- - 
i 3x1~32 ) Q - -  DCA' A X  6C1-/#4 82 F4 C I RXIcB3 1 SCAT ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C: t BK1004 I OCAT ARC kD3/601 B2 F4 C 1 BXlc!Us 1 OtAT ARC W*d/6W B2 F4 C . -- . - .UW .OM3 .a0 6 6 . O D O S R E F  1 1 0 0  S3.FT. .am 4o.000 .m s . 0 ~  LREF FT. .WO 6O.CDO .OW 66.000 F F  -3720 FT. .OM) laD.r;DO -000 8S.OOO rtW LMW .MIW F T .  
. P A D  FT.  
ZWP .COW FT. 
SCALE 125.WOD PER047 
PAGE 29 
DATA SET S W O L  CUPS t G W A T  ION MSCRIPTICN - 
[ EX1002 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ BXlClU3 1 OCAT ARC 633/604 82 F4 C 
[ BXICC4 ) DCAT ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1005 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
-- 
.WD .DO13 .WO 96.000 SREF .11130 S0.FT. 
.000 113.0130 .CW E.000 LREF -3750 FT. 
.000 60.M30 .OM3 E6.0013 BREF .3750 F T .  
,000 IOO.@i?O .M30 E6.000 XFRP Yk  
.OD00 FT. 
. o m  Ff. 
ZMRP ,0000 FT. 
SCNE 125.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 30 
BETA P - W  Y-HOO PIM/K REFEREME I W m f  ION 
-000 .m .m 85.m SREF 1100 fO.FT. 
-000 40.000 -000 36.020 L E F  -3750 FT. 
.MO 60.000 -000 86.# BREf .3750 FT . 
.EBM lr30.000 .OOO 86.- .ODD0 F T *  
.EGO0 FT.  
RazP .0M0 FT. 
KNE 125.0m P E m  
- - 
PITCHING MBMENT CBEFFICIENVm CLM 
P ITCH MBDULAT I BN EFFECT 
EEIMACH = 1.10 PAGE 3 1 
M T A  SET SYPtBCL C c w l t ~ R A T l m  DESCRIPTION E T A  P-HXI Y-HOD P O J P F  REFERENCE IWORHATI(Srl 
r 0 ~ 1 0 0 2  I E A T  ARC 603/604 R2 F4 C 
1 EX1003 > E A T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
1 BX1004 1 M A T  ARC 6031604 B2 F4 C 
C BXlc305 I OfhT hRC 603/604 82 r 4  C 
.- --
.M30 ,000 .GUO 86.000 SREF I 1 0 0  SD.FT. 
.M30 40.000 .ODD 86.000 LREF -3750 FT. 
.m 60.000 .om 86.0W m u  .Y150 FT. 
.OW loO.DO0 . W O  86.050 XrJ7P .ODW FT. 
'MAP . O m  FT. 
r n P  .ME0 tT& 
SCALE IX .ODCO R m N T  
-1 .o 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
f F 7 M A f H  = 1 5 C  P AGF 17 
t BXlW32 I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
( EX1003 I K A T  AI?C 603/604 82 F4 C 
i BX 1004 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
CBXIC!05 I E A T  ARC a 3 6 0 4  62 F4 C 
BETA P-HOO Y-na) FW/PF REF- IWS3%1TICBJ - - 
.MO -000 .a00 8s.m w c  1 1 0 0  5Q.FT. 
.GO3 40.000 .#O 86.000 LREF .31f0 FT.  
.000 60.M30 -000 =.OD0 E F  -3755 F T .  
.000 1013.M30 -030 85.13W 
XWP W
.GO90 F T .  
.OM30 F T .  
m .Ma30 FT 
SCALE 125.0000 P D ~ T  
PAGE 33 
M T A  SET SY?'BCL C W I C ~ A T I O N  OESCRIPTION 
( E X I M 3 2 )  M A T  hRC 603/604 B2 F4 C ( B K 1 0 0 3  1 DATA M I T  AVAILAELE 
( 0x1004 J OhTA NUT AVAILWLE 
[ BXICOS L UhTA M T  AVAILABLE 
BETA P-HXl Y - n W  P O J m  W E R E M E  I N O R H A T I 0 4  
.000 .OM) -0130 8S.W SREF 1 tM3 SO.FT. 
.000 40.000 -000 8S.M10 LREF .3750 F T .  
.OD0 60.000 -000 e6.0W 3REF -37% FT. 
.on@ 1ao.0~3 .wo 8 s . w  m YHFP . ~ 0 0 0  F T .  .oom F?.   - 
zrszp .CEO0 FT. 
SCALE IK.0000 E R i X T  
PAGE 
DATA SET SYPSOL C W I G L W A T I [ S N  OESCRIPTI(3N 
I BXIOD2 J M A T  AFK 603/604 82 F4 C 
1 BX1003 1 DATA NOT AVhlLheLE 
tBX1004 I M T A  N3f A V A l L m E  
[ EX1003 1 M T A  NOT AVAILABLE 
-- 
.Dm .Om .000 86.000 SFW . t  1 0 0  5 0 . F T .  
.UW 40.000 ,000 86.000 tREF -3750 FT. 
.OW 60.W .000 86.000 eREF FT. 
-000 100.~30 .cca 86.000 W P  YtR? .MW Ff. 
.CO33 FT. 
m .OCilC F T .  
%ALE 125.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 35 
DATA SET SYMBOL C W  IGLRAT ICN DESCRIPT ION BETA P-mOO Y - r n  W/w REFERENCE I W M f  ION 
[ BX1002 I ! DCAT ARC 603/60'1 82 F4 C .WO .QUO -000 86,ODO SREF 1 1 g O  S0.F'. I BX1003 1 OCAT ARC 603/804 B2 F4 C ,000 40.000 ,000 e6.000 LREF .37;[3 FT. : BX1C34 1 QCAT ARC 603/6C4 82 F4 C .OOO 60.0CO -000 86,ODO BREF - 3 7 3  Ff .  r BX I COi  ) OZAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .OD0 100.000 -000 86.000 XMRP .WOO FT. 
Y r n P  .om3 FT. 
i!'HRP .DEED FT. 
SCALE l E . O C 3  PERCNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
P 1 TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
- . .....'... F. .-& 
MTA SET S Y m  C W I C r W h T  ION MSCRIPTIW E T A  P-M(?D Y-P100 POJ/PF REFEREM IW-f la 
t BX1002 J B OCAT ARC 603604 82 F4 C .M)(3 ,COO .IXfO 86.000 SREF l l 0 0  SD.FT. BXIM33 I DCAT ARC E03/604 82 F4 C .Do0 40.0D3 .DDO e6.OCi0 LGEF .3750 FT. BX1004 1 DChT ARC 603604 B2 F4 C ,000 60.000 .WO 86.000 E F  .3750 FT. (8x1055 I M A T  ARI: 603/6[34 82 F4 t .OUO 100.000 .000 85.0130 .OD00 F T *  
Y W  .0CCO FT. 
rn . o m  F f .  





ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
Pl  TCH MODULATION EFFECT 
CBJMACH = 0.80 PAGE 37 
DATA SET SYPSCL C(3hlFIGWATIChl OESCRIP'IION BETA P-EnM V-HOD WJPF REFEREME 1KWrVITIm 
l l 3 X l 0 0 2 )  @CAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .000 .OD0 -000 86.000 SREF 1100 SO-FT. 
(BX10J3 I E A T  A R I I  603/604 82 F4 C -000 40.000 .a00 =.ED0 LREF . ~ S U  FT. 
( BX1004 I OCAT ARC 603/60C 82 F 4  C -003 60.00rl .OW e 6 . m  BREF -3750 FFT. 
( BXlOOS l E A T  ARC 603/604 62 F4 C .000 100.00-~ .OED et;.U?D X m p  .MCn F f .  YMRP .ED20 F T .  
ZMAP .E00 FT. 































ANCLE aF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
P I  TCH flBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
r r % w r r t r  ra oy PAGF ?R 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
P 1 TCH MODULAT I6M EFFECT 
CDIMACH = 1.00 PAGE 39 
DATA SET SmOL C M  IGURAT ION OESCAIPT ION 
lBX1001  I E A T  ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F 4  C 
L RX1003 1 DCAT hRC 6 0 3 1 6 0 4  82 f 4  C 
I BX1004 I DCAT ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
i 0x1005 1 ELAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
SD-FT. 
FT. 
F T  . 
- - 
FT . 
F T .  
F T .  
PERCNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
[EIMACH = I . I0  PAGE 
DATA 5 E T S Y m  - l ~ T f C ? N  E S t R f F I I 3 N  BETA P-dE Y - W  P(rJ/PC REFERECE IWORMAf IW 
(EX1002 J B E A T  %C -4 82 FG t .#O .000 -000 ES.OOo sREF ll00 SO.FT. 1 BX3X1003 I M A T  I%[: 603604 R2 F4 C -000 413.0C0 -000 =.OM3 LREF KT. 1 mu202 I GCAT m GOWEU~ ~2 s.: c ,000 w.00~ ,000 ~6.m  REF -3750 FT. I B % I O L h l  DtAT  ARC 603604 82 F9 C .WD 100.000 .ODD 86.000 XHRP .CMH3 F T .  
mRP .COC3 F T .  
BW .QWD F T .  
SCALE 12s.mm PERCNT 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
PITCH MODULATION EFFECT 
[FIMACH = 1.56 PAGE 
DATA SET SYHBlh COW I tVRATION OESSRlPf ION BETA P-MW Y-MOD POJ/PF REFERENCE IWWtATICN 
(BX1002 1 B E A T  hRC 603604 82 F4 C .COO .WO .~MJ ~ & . ~ D S E F  . I  100 SO.fT.  ( BX1003 1 DCAT ARC 603/6[34 82 F4 C -000 40.000 .000 86.000 LREF -3750 FT. (BX1004 i DCAT ARC 603/604 02 F4 C .00~ ~ . ~ 3 0  .000 86.000 a k ~ ~  .3750 F T .  ( BX 1005 I OfhT  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .000 100.03D .a00 86.r30D W P  .El22 F T .  VKFP .URc,l F T .  
PJ?P -13500 F T .  




























ANGLE 8F ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
EGIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 
MTh S E l S W 0 1  C~1tiuRATtONDESCRIPTllZ.V BETA P-M30 Y-M130 POJ/W REFEREME I W M T I c %  
t BX1002 I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 f4  C 
[ BX1003 1 DATA NOT AVAltAQLE 
I BXl004 1 M T A  M T  AVAILAELE 
1 BXlQOi 1 M T A  hiT AVhlLA5-E 
.ODD .OM .000 G . W W E F  1 1 0 0  SD.FT.  
.om 40.1300 .nm s.m LREF .=o FT. 
.OD0 60.(?00 .Q30 8$.000 E E F  .TS F T .  
.EM3 100.CQU .COO Bo.000 %GP .CCDO F T .  
'fWP .ODD0 F T .  
t n R P  .OLE3 FT. 
SCALE 125.01300 PERChlT 
PI TCH FIODULAT 1 BN EFFECT 
CH3MACH = 2.20 PAGE 4 3  
BX I 002 1 DCAT ARC 6C3/604 82 F4 C 
BKlQ03 1 DATA N O T  AVAILABLE 
BXIC04 1 DATA NOT AVAILAELE 




.3750 F T .  
.3m FT. 
.CTT.!3 F T .  
.CrX3 FT.  
.cnna F T ~  
1 25 -0000 PERCNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA= DEGREES 
P I TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
[ I I M A C H  = 2.50 PAGE 4 4 
DATA SET SYMBOL C W I G L R A T I G V  DESCRIPTIW 
M A T  ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
BX1M6' L AT ARC 60WhO4 B l  F I  C ( 8 x 0 ~ 7  r 
t BX 1008 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
E T A  P-HOD Y - H W  POJ/FF REFEREME IhFCRWTICN 
.W .MH3 40.aOU 86.300 YZEF Il@O %.FT. 
.mo 40,oou 40.000 as.uao LREF . n o  FT. 
.000 lW.OM3 4D.0130 86.m BREF X H w  .m F T .  
.OCOC F f .  
Y m  .CCSD FT. 
m- .acm F T .  
S C N E  1 2 5 . m O  PERCNT 
DATA SET SYI.'$OL C W  I GWftT I ON OESCR I PT I ON 
( BX1006 1 OCAT AR(I 6 0 3 K 0 4  B2 f 4  C 
I BX lm7 1 OCAT A!?C 603,604 82 F4 C 
[ BXICU8 I OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-nSO Y-HOO W/E REFERENCE JMCRMTlW 
.M30 -000 4 O . W  =.OW C R a  IICO SQ.FT. 
.OM3 40.000 4 0 . M D  86.000 LREF . 3 M  F T .  
.000 100.000 4 0 . 0 0 0  86.ODO aREF .3730 FT. 
r n P  .ED00 F T .  
YmP .WOO FT. 
mw .OM30 FT. 
SCALE 125.0000 ERIINT 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
PI TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
r ~ 1 ~ ~ r - u  - n an P AGF 
DATA SET S Y m  C M I G U R A T I O N  DESCRIPTIW .- . 
E A T  ARC 6031604 B2 F4 C 
M A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
1 BXIC08 OCAT ARS 603/604 82 F4 C 
H T A  P-nOD Y - r n  PW/Ff REFEREME IKORnhTlm 
.OM3 .000 4 O . m  86.m %EF . I  ID0 Sn.rT. 
.WO 40.0OD 40.000 8'0.000 LAEF .3750 F T . 
. M O  100.000 40.000 85.000 eREF .3E0 FT. 
r n P  .ac'El2 F T .  
YURP . E X 0  FT. ---- 
m p  -0000 FT 
SCALE ItS.01300 FE~KNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
ICIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 47 
Q4TA S E T  SvrBCL CChF IGuRAT 1Oh & 'VRIPT ION E T A  P-nOD Y-HDD P O J M  REFERENCE INOi iMATION 
i OX1026 I UCAT ASC b03/6C4 B? F4 C 
1 BX1007 1 M I A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
i BXICSB 1 UCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
.000 .WD 40.000 85.000 SREF 1 1 W  S0,FT. 
.OCO 4O.OCO 40.000 86.000 LREF -3750 Ff . 
.OW 1ao.mo 40.0013 G . Q ~  BREF .3750 FT . 
W P  -CMIID FT. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
P I  'TCH M0011LA-T I ON EFFECT 
CDlMACH = 1 .00 PAGE 
DATA SET SYMBOL. C N I G U R h T I O N  E S C R I P T I C N  
E A T  M C  G03/604 B2 F4 C 
I c m r  mc ax-mI 02 F I  c [ 8x1007 
t BX1008 I E A T  ARC M13/604 82 f4  C 
E T A  P-fWD Y-HDJ PQJ/PF REFERENCE ' - J W M T I W  
.COO .Mg3 4 O . m  85.0630 = E F  . I  100 5Q.FT. 
.OW 40.00D 4 0 . 0 0 0  B6.m LREF .m F f ,  
.ODD IOO.OOD 4~ .1m0 86.000 @REF XKRP .3Fd F T .  
-0000 F T .  
YrnP .OW0 F T .  
rn .ma0 F T .  
SCNE 125.mno PEKNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
P ITCH MODULATION EFFECT 
lElMACH = 1 . 1 Q  PAGE 4 9  
BETA P-MCD - POIm RtFEFiEME IW[?RMTION 
.om .wo 40.00~ 8s.000 SREF . I  tao SC.=T. 
.000 40.C00 4 0 . M O  B5.M?3 LREF -3750 FT. 
-000 100.JM) 40.000 Ee.OOD BREF -3759 f T .  
XmP .0!23'3 F T .  
VW7P -m10 f T. . --
1 EX I CC6 1 @CAT ARC G03/6C4 u2 F 4  C 
( BXIC37 L OCAT ARC 60W604 82 F4 C 
I BXIOOB ) DCAT Af?C 60U604 82 F4 C 
PAGE 50 
DATA SET SYtBQ C W I G W A T I O N  OESCRtPT IIU 
DCAT ARC 603/6C4 82 F4 C :%!%1 M I  ARC SOW601 B 2 F 4  C 
( BXIOUa I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
-000 .WO 40.00C1 G.1300 S E F  I I M )  SD-FT. 
.DO0 40.900 40.000 86.000 LREF .3fSO F T .  
.XI0 100.C~O 4 0 . m  8 G . 0 0 0  WEF . 3 7 3  F T .  
Xmf' .OWU FT. 
U W  .[)1MO FT.  
m . a m  FT.  
KALE 125.OC00 PERCNT 
ANGLE UF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
P I TCH HBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CGIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 5 1 
M T A  SET SYMBOL C W I t L ~ h T 1 1 3 N  OCSSRIPTIW 
1 EiXIOCS I M A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
t BXIOO? ! OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ MI008 1 DCAT ARC 603,604 81 F I  C 
BETA P-MOD Y-P.1CD POJ/PF EEFERE1UCE INCf?MATIW 
.DOO .a00 4 D . m  86.000 Sf 1 IDC SO-FT. 
.000 40.000 4 O . W  86.000 LREF -3750 FT. 
.000 IM3.llOD 40.000 85.000 WEF .3750 F T .  
m p  . m a  Ff. 
v m  .moo FT. 
Z m P  .OED0 FT. 
SCALE IE.CC[ID PEliENT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
P ITCH HBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 52 
M T A  SET SWSllL C ( W I t & A T i O N  DESfRIPTIW 
( BX10CG I DfAT ARC 6031604 82 F4 C Pxlorn I mc 82 F I  c 
( BXlC38 OCAT ARC 603/6(24 97 F4 C 
.OW .Om 40.000 BS.WO S 1 1 0 0  SD.FT. 
.OD0 40.000 40.000 86,000 LREF .3750 FT. 
-000 IOO.OM3 40.030 8 6 . a  BREF -3750 FT.  
m P  .Urn0 F T .  
r w  .OM0 F T .  
ZK;rP .OMo FT. 
SCALE 125.ODM3 PEcSNT 
PAGE 
DATA SET SY- C M I G m A T I O N  DES2RIPTlIZV 
I ~ ~ 1 0 %  r [#AT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
I BXl(307 1 OChT ARC 603/61?4 B2 F4 C 
[ B X I O L ? ~  I DCAT ARC 6 ~ ~ 6 0 4  ~2 ~4 c 
BETA P-I.DD Y-rSDO P W # F  REFEREKE fWm.tr I W 
.(3M3 .OW) 40.000 B6.000 SREF 1100 SO.FT. 
.000 40.000 40 .m =.DE! LREF -373 F7. 
.a00 100,030 40.000 86.000 BREF XmP -3750 FT. 
. m o  $7.  
w .acm FT. 
ZMiP .OED0 FT. 
SCALE 123.CXl0 PERCNT 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHh* DEGREES 
P I  TCH MODULAT I BN EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 54 
DATA SET SYMBOL Cm5 I G W T  ICN OESCRIPTIDN 
I RXlOC6 I M A T  WC 603/604 82 F4 C 
lBXlOOll DCAT M l t 6 0 3 / 0 1  B2N C 
[ B X t M l 8  I DCAT Af?C 603/6C4 82 F4 C 
M30 .OM) 4 0 . 0 ~ 3  =.OD0 5REF .I100 SO-FT. 
:WO 4O.ODO 40.m E6.m LREC -3750 FT. 
.M30 IW.aO3 40.000 86.000 6ZF .FdD F T .  XmP .OaW FT.  
vMZP .C000 FT. 
BRP .OCEO FT. 
SCALE 1xi.acm PERCNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* OEGREES 
P I TCH MOOULAT I OM EFFECT 
103MACH = 1.00 PAGE 55 
DATA SET SYM~OL CONFICURATIDN M S t R i F T l m  
( BXIC06 1 I X A T  A X  603/604 02 F4 C 
DCAT ARC 6031604 02 F4 C 
[ EX I C28 I ECAT ARC 603/60* 81 F4 C 
BETA P-VUD Y-V90 POJ/PT REERECE IhFaKI1ATlI3V 
,000 -000 40.000 8 6 . m  SREF .I l# SO.FT. 
.OM3 40.0# 40.000 8 6 . m  LEEF .m F T .  
.ODD lW.000 40.000 85.QED EREF .373 FT. 
XmP . O m  FT. 
YMRP .OEM F T .  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
P I  TCH MBOULAT I ON EFFECT 
(F7tlr':H = 1 .lO PAGE 56 
DATA SET SYMaDt C W l ~ ~ T l L t i J  DESCRIPTIW 
1 0x1006 I OthT ARC 6031604 82 F4 C 
( RX!OO7 I f? OCAl ARC 60361. P I  F I  C 
( BXlmE 1 6 OCAT ARC 603/604 62 F4 C 
.[?OD .OW 43.ODG 86.0aD S F  I l r l O  SC3.FT. 
.Q00 40.000 4R.000 86.030 US ,3750 F T ,  
.000 100.0130 4 0 . m  86.000 ERkF .373 FT. 
MazP .i100;1 FT. 
YrnP .ODD0 FT 
ZWEP .OCCO F T  
SCALE 125.0000 E ~ N T  
PAGE 57 
BETA P-PIOD Y-rSb3 POJ /W 6F€REKKE IEBWPW~IBJ - - 
.009 .M?O 40.000 E&.mU sREF ,11130 Y l . F T .  
.OD0 40.000 4 D . m  e6.000 LF~EF .373 r 7 .  
.DO0 l#.Cm 40.0QO 06.C30 B X F  .31=,0 FT. 
m p  FT .  
Y W  .WS3 F T .  
WAP , FT. 
SCALE t E 3 =RENT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
PI  TCH MBDULAT ION EFFECT 
I G J M A f H  = 1 . 8 n  PAGE 58 
DATA SET SYWOL C W l G t W A T I O N  ESCRIPTION 
1 EXlWo I E A T  ARC 603/f04 02 F4 C 
I B x i m  I mc mwm 83 F I  c 
r B X ~ M ~ B  I OChl hRC 603/6[34 82 F4 C 
BETA P-WXl Y-WXI  POJ/PF REFEREMSE INmTllflJ 
.tm .ooO 4o.oiX &.mO SREF . I  1CO SO-FT .  
.OW 40.020 40.000 8E+.M3D LREF .no FT. 
.M30 IOO.ODD 40.000 66.W E E f  .3750 FT.  XMRP . a m  FT. 
VMZP .OD00 F T .  
2REP .MMD FT. 
YNE I E + O O M j  PERmT 
PAGE 
M T A  SETSYW32L C ~ l I 3 c l f f A T I C h l l I C ~ C R I P T I U N  - - 
.0a3 .WD 40.000 &.OX SRfF . I  100 n?.FT. 
.MJO 4 O . W  40.00D 86.t'OD LREF . 3 7 3  F T .  
.WD IOO.[Y30 413.0M B6.CW BEEF -3790 F T .  
W P  F i  . 
YHRP . r n O  F t .  
BFP .COM FT. 
S A L E  125.u~m P E ~ N T  
PITCHING MBHENT CBEFFICIENTI CLM 
P I  TCH HODULAT I ON EFFECT 
r n ~ u n - u  - n an P A  CF ~n 
DATA SET SYFSOl CCW IGLIRAT l l B  EMIR1PTION 
PITCHING MOMENT CBEFFIGIENT, CLM 
PITCH MOOULATIBN EFFECT 
ECIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 6 1 
DATA S T  SYWSR C W I G U R A T l O h l  E S L R I P T I W  BETA P - r n  V - n X l  P W m  REF- IN-T lDU 
I BX1006 I K A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
I BXIC07 1 OCAT ARC 6DU6M 82 F4 C ( E X 1 3 3  I E A T  ARI: 603/604 82 F4 C 
.CW .OM3 40.000 g 6 . m  SREF I I00 SO-FT. 
.CDO 40.000 40.000 66.000 LREF .3720 f f .  
.OW IOD.0m 40.000 86.OM1 BPEF ,3720 F t .  
XtGP .[?DZ10 F T .  .. - 
YMRP . o m  FT: 
IMRP .COOO FT. 
SCALE 125.OC00 P E m T  
PITCHING MBMENT COEFFICIENT* CLM 
PITCH MODULATION EFFECT 
M T A  SET S Y m  CONIGU3ATIDN OESCRIPTION 
MAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
' B X 1 m I  1 EX1007 1 W A T  ARC 6031604 82 F4 C 
[ EXlOOB E A T  ARC 603'604 B2 F4 C 
BETA P-PUO Y-MW3 FOJ/PF REFERENCE I N r n T i 1 3 N  
.000 .M)(3 40.000 86.000 SREF I100  9 .FT.  
.Om 4O.MM 4O.COO 86.000 LAEF -3750 FT. 
1OO.OW 40.000 B6.00C1 EEF .3m F T .  
rn . O m  T T .  
Yrt?P .CWOO Ff  . 
rrtRP .OMM F T .  
SCALE 1 Z . m  P E m f  
PAGE 63 
MTA S E T  S m L X  CCrS IWRATICN OESCRIPTlOH 
EX l l?U6 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
( BXI 007 1 3CAT ARC 603/60ri B2 F4 t 
1 8 x 1 ~ 0 8  I =CAT ARC G D U 6 0 1  82 F4 C 
.DGO .OM3 4 O . m  EG.aM1 SREF I I M )  5 0 . F f .  
.WO 40.000 10.M)I) 86.- LREF .375[3 FT .  
,003 I M . O O 0  40.000 =.OW E F  -3750 FT. 
XniiP .WOD FT.  
YMAP .oaco FT. 
m a p  .CEO9 FT 











. I  a 0  
PITCHING MBMENT COEFFICIENTS CLM 
PI TCH MBDULAT I BN EFFECT 
T C l M A r U  - t 5E 
- - 
M A T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
iBx1m6 (EX 007 ) CCAT ARC 603,604 Bl FI C 
1 BXlCOB) DCAT ARC 603/6(34 62 F4 C 
E T A  P - r n  Y-H&l P O J m  REFEREKE I h r ' m T I O N  -- ~~ 
.000 .KID 40.000 S . W 0  Y?EF I100  SO.FT. 
-000 40.000 40.000 85.000 LREF .=0 FT. 
.OD0 100,000 40.aCD 8G.OW3 
@REF laas 
. E D  FT .  
.C#O FT.  
Y W  .om0 Ff. 
2'mP . O m  F T .  
SC&E 125.0000 P € M T  
P I  TCH MBDULAT I OM EFFECT 
CGIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 65 
DATA SET SMQDL C@hFIGLWAftCN DESCRIPTION 
t BX I OCG 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
1 BXIEE7 1 M A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
t BXlt08 1 CCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
E T A  P - W  Y-rW3 W J P F  REFEREME I tS-TI[SN 
.OD0 ,3M3 40.0# 86.W SREF J l 0 0  SD-FT. 
.DO0 4D.ODO 40,000 86.000 LREF -3790 F T .  
.ODO 1013.00D 4D.OOO 8G.M10 
BliEF XHRP 
-3750 F T .  
.me0 F T ,  
Y m P  .I?C00 FT. 
m p  . m a  r t .  
%AlE 1 2 5 . D  PEFXNT 
PAGE 
DATA SET SWS€L CWlGLJRICTtCi+l tESCRIPTlOAl ETA P-P.IW Y - t 0  r7!m rdFCEr;TE IPS-TICPJ 
I BXIO06 I OCAT NZC W3/604 82 F t  C .Om -033 40.000 ES./"I 5 - : 1 1 0 0  SO-FT. ( B X I O D I I  g UCAT ARC 603/604 B2 FFS C .r#30 40.000 40.000 E:.r 3 L[ - 2  .575I? FT. 
I BX1008 1 M A T  ARC 603/6M 82 F4 C .M30 IOO.C%B '10.000 L a . L  eF;c; .STSD FT. !,?:: .OM30 FT. 
.O;YJO FT. 
i )  FT. 
c-rG 1C5,6r9 3 M T  
- .05 ----------- - .  
-.CIS - I 
I 
' " ' ~ " " ~ " " ~ " ' ' : " ' ~  
I 
- - - - - 2 3 4 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
P I TCH MODULAT I BN EFFECT 
IB IMACH = 0.80 PAGE 67 
M T A  S E T  SY- C W  I G L ~ A T I ~  NSCRIPT IM 6ETA P - r n  Y - r n  POJ/PF REFERE= IWORHATI~ 
QCAT ARC 6D3/604 82 F4 C 
CCAT ARC 603j6U4 82 F4 C 
I CCAT ARC 603/Gr?4 83 F4 C 
.OW .OM3 40.OC-O 85.000 SREF 1 1 0 0  SQ.FT. 
-000 40.000 4O.Wd 86.OCO LAEr .3750 FT. 
-000 100.000 40.0110 e6.000 WEF .3750 FT. 
!uGP .CCn,3 F T .  
Y r n P  .Mrn F f .  
Z W  SCALE I2S.CCCO .OO? FT. PEfiChlf 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
PI TCH HODULAT I ON EFFECT 
fT7MATt-l = f l  45 
DATA 5ET S W U  CGWIEURATION MSCRIPTICN BETA P - a  Y-rmO POJ# REFEREM:€ IPFCRK&T \&.I 
OCAT ARC 603/604 E? F4 C .COO .000 4 0 . m  86.000 SREF 1 1 Q U  =.FT. 
[ LBX'm6' BXlQ07 1 DCIT (LRt GK#E04 8 ) F 4  C .WO 40.000 40.000 86.0130 LREF -3750 F T .  
[ BXIODB 1 M A T  ARC 603f iU4 B2 F4 C .a00 IOO.000 4 0 . m  85.0110 ERG F T .  
W3-P .EQO F T .  
W P  . o w  Ff. 
mW .&ED FT 
SCALE 125.0~0 P E ~ T  
ANGLE BF A T f  ACK ALPHA9 DEGREES 
P I TCH MflDULAT I OM EFFECT 
CRIMACH = 1.00 PAGE 69 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
P I TCH MOOULAT I ON EFFECT 
DATA SET 5- tONlGURhTIEd OESCRIPTI04 
t BXlC06 1 OCAT A E  603/6U4 B2 F4 C 
t BX1007 1 E A T  ARC 6031604 82 F4 C 
( BXl0(?9 I CCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
E T A  P-MOD Y-MTD PDJJFf REFEkEKE INfmTfm 
.m .m 4O.Orn f2g.m gZEF . I l O r i  53.FT. 
.OM3 4O.OOO 4O.ODD E'I.000 tfKF .=a FT. 
.OEi 100.a00 40.000 E6.OM3 eREF mtGJ -3750 F T .  
.M?OD FT. 
w .aCw Ff. 
znw .urn0 FT.  
SCALE 125.DDXl F E R M  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
PI TCH MODULAT 1 ON EFFECT 
EFIMACH = 1-76 PAGE 7 1 





M T A  SET 5- C O N  IEUf+ATIUN O E X R I P T  IQN 
[ BXIOC6 I OCAT ARC 603604 B2 F4 C 
( ~ ~ 1 0 0 7  r OCAT ARK 603/604 B2 F4 C 
i BXIOOB 1 OCAT ARC 603,604 82 F4 C 
E T A  P - W  Y-nOD P W m  REFERENCE I N a k n A T l  W 
.m .OM3 40.000 e6.m YZEF I IOO SO,Ft. 
,000 40.OM3 40.000 86.000 LIifF .37=S fT. 
-000 IOO.OW 4D.OCO 86.000 BREF -3790 FT. 
XHiiP -0000 F T .  
YrnP .0300 F T .  
.00DO F T .  
E l ~ . O O ~ O  PERCNf 
.09 t I rn 1 I I I  I r r 1 ,  Z l L .  1 1  1 
-0% - t ! 
.07 , 















ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
4 B X l 0 0 9  =AT ARC 6 0 m 4  82 F4 C 
r B X 1 0 1 0 I  f X A T  ARCEa3/6M 82F4 C (BXIOII I DCAT ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
E T A  P - m  v-w WJ/PF REFEREtKE IhfDElMTI I I \ I  
+OW .OD3 6V.CEXl 8 6 . m  S E F  l l 0 0  5Q.FT. 
,000 60.000 60.000 86.000 LREF .3E0 F T .  
.000 I@O.WU 69.000 =.MI0 BXEF -3750 F T .  m .@Urn F T .  
YrnP  .WW FT.  
ZMaP ,01200 FT 
STALE IX,OWO F E ~ N T  
ANGLE CIF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
P I  TCH MBDULAT I OM EFFECT 
CAlMACH = 0.64 PAGE 
DATA SET SYWECL COW I G W A T  IC?X @EC' H I  PT ION 
t BX1009 1 JCbT ARC 60W604 L.- F4 C 
I BXl0lO l OCAT ARC 60WU34 82 F4 C 
t EX101 1 ) OCAT ARC 60U601 82 F1 C 
.OM3 60.000 B6.COD SREF 1 1 0 0  SD.CT. 
.000 60.030 GO.000 85.000 LUEF -3750 FT. 
-000 100.000 60,000 86.ODO eREF .,TF,O FT. 
XMRP -0000 FT. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
P I TCH M8DULAT I ON EFFECT 
IBIMACH = 0.80 PAGE 7 4  
DATA SET S m  CCMIEIWATION DESCRIPTION BETA P-rmD Y-PYJO PUJ/PF R E F E E M E  IWaRnAf IW -- 
.ma .om ~0.0013 8 6 . ~ ~ 3  - . I I ~  SO-FT. 
.DM 60.000 60.m e6.030 LREF .3= F T .  
.OM) IOD.OM3 60.000 8S.m K F  .3750 F T .  
rn .@QUO F T .  
w .om0 FT. 
m FT.  
125.OaDO PERCNf 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
PI TCH MODULATION EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 
M T A  SET SYtBCL COhlFIGWRATlOlv DESCH!P710N 
[BXIOW I DCAT ARC 603/604 i.12 F4 C 
IBXIOIOI =CAT ARC 6 P X M  B2 F4 C 
I BXIOI 1 I ClCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
- - - 
I ICO SO.FT. 
LREF .3EO FT. 
EREF -375.0 FT.  
xI.np .00# FT. 
Y r n ?  .om0 F f .  
iWW . O m  FT. 
St&E 125.0m PEFitFdT 
PAGE 
DATA SET SYWCL W I W R A T I O N  DESCRIPTION 
E A T  23C 603/604 B2 F4 C 
I EX10101 G€AT ARC 603/EO4 82 F4 C 
E A T  N I C  EO3/604 82 FI C (EXIOI  I 1 
BETA P-HOD Y-nOD PGJm REFEREME IN-f I f 3 4  
.om .OW 60.000 B6.m SRa .llm SO-ff. 
.MW3 60.aDO U3.m 86.000 LREF .31C,Q FT. 
.IMO IOO.OM3 60.000 86.000 BREF ,375'5 FT. 
XMiP .C10130 FT. 
W .UOnO F T .  
ZMZP .U#O FT. 
SCALE 125.- F'EiCM 
AN5LE BF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
P I TGH MBOULAT I BN EFFECT 
CEIMACH = 1.09 PAGE 77 
M f A  SET SYPlslZL t O N f G ~ 9 n T I r n  EESCRIPflON BETA P-1IDO - -  - 
SREF .1100 SO.FT* 
LFiEF -3750 FT. 
@REF .3S0 FT. 
XGP .OM30 F T .  
Y t G P  -0000 FT,  
D R P  SCALE 125.00iXI .UCEI FT. 30PEFiCNT 
DATA SET -DL C@FIGIWATl(BJ RESCRlPTION 
t BXlCKl9 1 CCAT MZC 603604 82 F4 C 
IBYIOIOI DCAT ARC 603,604 82 F I  C (BXIOI i 1 DCAT ARC €U3/S04 B2 F4 C 
,000 .OM1 60.000 E6.W '3EF 1 1 0 3  SQXT. 
.0[#) 60.000 6D.000 E5.000 LREF .r=o F T .  
-000 la0.000 60.000 =.OW E;iEF . m o  FT. 
WGP -0000 F T .  
vx?? .ODD0 FT. 
ZKW -0000 F T  
5CAl.E 125.mao F E E T  
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
P l TCH MBDULAT T ON EFFECT 
CGIMACH = 1.80 P IGE 79 
DATA SET SYMBOL C M  IGWATIOAI C'ESU?IPT 113V 
M A T  A R t  6C3/604 82 F4 C 
DCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
L BXIOl 1 l DCAT ARC 603/604 02 F4 C 
.OCO .OC!O 60.COO 85.000 S E f  I IOC SO-FT. 
.(a30 60.000 60.000 e6.000 LREF .37=C FT. 
.om 100.000 60.000 e ~ . ~ c 0  @REF .m FT.  W ?  .aOGO FT. 
Yt-S? .OD# FT. 
Zr j iP  .QISI?D FT. 
SCALE 125.mn FERCOJT 
PAGF AO 
EEM P-HOO Y-MLTO POJ/PT E l X f E K E  I W m f I O N  
.m .OM3 EC.m 6G.m gZEF . I  IW snsr. 
.mi 60.m 60.M3P 86.0m IsS .,-a FT. 
.DM) IOD.OW 60.000 B6.01X1 S E F  -3750 FT. 
XMZ' FT. 
WEP .cow FT. 
ZmP .01330 FT.  
S C M  12S.#Eo rn 
PAGE 
DATA SET S-L CONFltvRATION OESCRIPT IOM 
M A T  ARC 603/604 b2 FQ C 
r 3X1010 J OCAT hRC 603/604 82 F4 C (BXio*l 18#1011 1 Om7 ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
E I T A  P-nOD Y - r n  m/FF REF- I l b ~ T l O h l  
-000 -0110 ~0.000 05.000 SREF 1 IW SO.FT. 
.OD0 6D.DDD 50.000 Ea.000 LREF -3759 F T .  
.ooo 1oo.000 60.000 as.ocu m~ .n=-o FT. XJG= .00Ell FT. 
rnP . m a  F T .  
2'%P .OED FT. 
SCALE 125.00M P Z E M  
DATA SET S W O L  C[3hGIOLRAT1[3N OESS21PTI(3N EETA P-IQ3 Y-:?W] POcfAT I N m P l P I  
.000 .W W3.m 86.M#3 S . 1 1 0 0  SQ.Ff. 
.OD0 60.000 60.000 S.CM3 LCM .37;D- m. 
-000 1 W . m  60.0~30 6 .W EtEF .3755 FT. 
w.Rp .OOEIO Ff. 
W .U3M1 FT. 
.#Un Fr. 
SCALE 1SS.DODD - 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
P 1 TCH MOOULAT I ON EFFECT 
CD!MACH = 1.00 PAGE 
1 EX1003 I CCAT ARC 6 0 x 0 4  82 FI C 
@SAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
1 8 X I O l l  I CCAT ARC 603/FD4 B2 F4 t 
BETA P-?!ED Y-YQO P O J m  FEEEhXE I P F E R h T l W  
.OD0 -000 60.- E6.OC!0 9SF 1 1 0 0  93.FT. 
.wo 60.~0 6 o . o ~ ~  e 6 . n ~ ~  LREF .=so FT. 
.000 1DO.COD 6D.(?00 86.000 EXF . 3 7 3  f T .  
W;3, .UDUU FT. 
YC+ .ODD0 FT. 
r n p  .oam FT. 
%ALE 125.0000 FEriCNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHAP DEGREES 
P I TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
PAGF 
C BXIOW I M A T  ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
1BX10101 @ DCAThRCEOU6M 8 2 F I  C 
t 8x101 1 1 OCAT AEC 603/#4 B2 F4 C 
,000 ,000 6O.W &.000 SREF . l l W  SO-FT. 
.a00 60.000 6O.OOD 85.W3D LREF . m D  FT. 
.ODD J M l . f l 3 0  60.000 65.000 Ex!= -3750 FT . rn .OOM; Ff. 
Y H P  .OWO Ff. 
zf.T;p .OW0 T T -  
YALE 125.W00 PERCNT 
ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PITCH MBDULATIBN EFFECT 
CFIMACH = 1.5s PAGE 85 
M T A  SET SYPSDL CW1GLrRATION DE5CRtPTION 
E A T  ARC EOW604 82 F4 C 1 ~ 5 ! ~ ~ ~  1 DCAT ARC 603,604 81 F4 C 
[ BXIOI  1 1 OChT ARC W3m4 82 F4 C 
BETA P - W  REF€REMIE I P 6 m T I C N  
SREF !:M3 SO-FT. 
LREF .3750 FT. 
BREF .379 FT* 
XrJ;P .OD# FT. 
YMRP .OM30 FT. 
ZKRP .ODD0 F T .  
SCALE l25.0MD PERCNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
P I  TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CGIMACt-  = 1.80 PAGE 86 
MTA SET SYFWL C W L U R A T I O N  OESCRIPTIM 
-- .- 
OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
OChT ARC 603/601 82 F4 C 
1 BX1011 1 D t n T  ARC 601/W4 B2 F 4  C 
BETA P - r n  Y-MCO PlXlEPF W W M E  INDFZHATIClV 
,000 .WO 60.1333 86.m S F  ,1100 SO.FT. 
.OW 60.M30 60.DM3 86.LR30 LREF -3750 FT. 
.W#3 IW.000 6O.m B 6 . m  
BEP EREF
-3750 FT. 
.ooOo fT .  
Y W  . W I D  FT. 
ZPRP .COD0 FT.  
VALE I2S.MXM PERI=NT 
PITCHING MOMENT CBEFFICIENT, CLM 
P I  TCH MBDULAT I BN EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 
DATA SET S m B M  C W I O ' 9 R A T 1 ~  DFSCRIPTICN - - - 
I BX1009 I M A T  ARC 603/604 92 F4 C 
I B X I O ! O I  l l C l T  ARC 603604 BI I 1  C 
[ BXIOI 1 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 82 f4  C 
BETA P-t%fl Y - W  POJ/PF REFERENCE lNFORfiATlW 
.W ,000 60.000 85.000 WEF .I 1CO SQ.FT. 
,005 =.DO0 60.000 86.000 LREF .3750 F T .  
.Oc0 IOO.MXI 60.C00 86.000 BREF X-UP .3750 F t .  
. m o  FT. 
Y m P  .OD20 FT. 
r n P  -0000 FT.  
SCALE 125  -0000 ERCIUT 
DATA SET SvMBU CCWlGLLRhTICN MSCRIPTION 
lsX10091 E A T  ARC 60WGO'L 82 F4 C 
I B X I O I O I  M T  IRC6OU504 B l F 4  E 
I EX101 I I OCAT ARC 6031604 B2 F4 C 
BETA P-KGO Y - K p  FWm REF- IW-TIIN 
.OOD .M30 60.000 S.0m YKF . I  100 SO.FT. 
-030 W.000 60.000 86.m LREF .m FT. 
.OM3 IW3.W 60.000 S.OM BREF -3755 FT. 
m .OOW FT. 
Yn?P .OM30 FT. 
am= .MMD FT. 
93LE I 2 5 . ~  FERCHT 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT* CLM 
PITCH MODUthT I ON EFFECT 
CClMACH = 0.95 PAGE 
DATA SET S Y k T  CCNF I G W A T  I Ohl TCCCQ I P T  I I 3 4  - - -  
DCAT ARC 603f604 F? F4 C E A T  ARC 603E04 32 F4 C 
i B X l O l  l J DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-MOD Y-P100 fWJ/F'; REFMNfE INCWMf ION 
.WO .@DO 60.000 &.OM1 SREF .I100 SO-FT. 
.OM3 60,00D 60.000 86.000 LREF .- FT.  
.000 100.000 60.000 86.000 EREF .3E0 FT.  
W P  .0000 F T .  
YPEP .000D F T  . 
ZrrRP .ODE0 FT. 
SCALE 125.Df!RD PERISM 
PITCHING MaMENT COEFFICIENT* CLM 
PITCH MBDULAT ION EFFECT 
CDIMACH = 1 .OO PAGE 90 
M A T  Akt -604 34 824 C Z nr,n mc w s o r  a2 FI c (8XIDI I I E A T  ARC -4 82 F4 C 
BETA P-H33 Y-MRU PgjM REfERENtE INmTIm --  
-000 -000 SD.OW B6.MO SEW . I  l 0 0  SO-FT. 
.WO 60.000 E 0 . m  6 S . m  LREF .2n31 FT. 
.QUO IOO.OCM 60.000 gS.M30 6REF .3755 FT. m .OW0 FT.  
w .0000 FT. 
zM;zp .om0 FT 
SCNE 125.00DO F E h  
PITCHING MBMENT CBEFFICIENTW CLM 
PI TCH BBDULRTI OM EFFECT 
CE3MACH = 1.09 PAGE 91 
DATA SET S W I X  Caw l GURAT lli?! DESCQ! PT I ON 
IBXI0091 OCAT ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  02 F4 C 
[ BXIOIO I OCAT ARC 603604 B i  F4 C 
1 DCIO1 1 I DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-m)[3 Y-nOO POJ/PF REFERWCE IRIFWhTION 
.m .m 6~1.m es.uw S ~ E F  ,1100 SO-FT. 
-000 60.000 60.OW 8S.OLID LKEf -3750 FT.  
.ow 1m.m m.000 85.000 EREF -3% F T .  
.OWD FT. 
MRP .DODO F T .  
Z m P  .0000 FT. 
SCALE 12~.mm PEFKNT 
PITCHING MOMENT CBEFFICIENTo CLM 
P 1 TCH MBDULAT I OM EFFECT 
TFIMACH = 1.56 PAGE 92 
leXlOWl K A ' f  ARC W3/604 82 F4 C (BXIOIO) M T  hRC 603/604 82 F4 C (BXlDII 1 E A T  A X  &XU604 82 Fi C 
BETA P-HW Y - H X  POJ/PF RET- INCiZYiTIW 
.00il .OM1 60.003 S.OX S K F  . I  100 SO.FT. 
.W 60,000 60.m EG.W LREF .3;h-D FT, 




Yt42P .0#0 FT.  
ZHs? .IX300 FT. 
SCALE I Z S . O ~  P E ~ T  
PITCHING MBMENT CBEFFICIENT, CLP 
P 1 7CH MUDUL AT I EFFECT 
CGIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 
PAGE 94 
M T A  SETS= ~ I ~ T l D N  OEStRIPTtGf'4 E T A  P-WD Y - n M  WJ/FF =EREME I N F m T I [ S N  
.000 .000 60.000 86.W SRET; .I100 SO-FT. 
.mO 6O.ooO 6O.mW 6G.W LIEF .31511 FT. 
.Mc 100.[3[30 60.WX3 eS.OOD BREF -3750 FT.  
XrrP .ECfO FT. 
Y m ?  .mm FT. 
Mzp .#DO FT. 
ScntE 125.03[30 PEFiOJT 
PAGE 95 
DATA SET S W O L  ~ I ~ A T t  ON DESCRlPTiON 
I X A T  tJX 603/6D4 R 2  F4 C 
[BXIOIO 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 b2 F4 C 
18x'3091 I BXIO! 1 1 K A T  ARC 603,604 82 F4 C 
BETA P - r n  Y-tC0 PWRF REFEME IW-TlDN 
.DDO .a30 60.[1W B6.000 SREF .110J SIJ.Ff. 
-000 60.0~il 60.00~ e6.w~ LW .37=,0 FT . 
.ooo 1rn.000 ~ 0 . ~ 0  BS.DDO B~~EF .F-o FT. 
rn .WOO n. 
Y m  . O W  FT. 
m .mc~ n 
SCALE 125.0013D &CM 
ANGLE BF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFf ECT 
ICIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 96 
M T A  SET S Y m  CWiGUFMT1f3l  DEDEStRIPTlCIN 
( EX1009 I M A T  ARC WWE09 82 F4 C 
CBXIOIO1 I M T  A R C 6 W 6 M  B2F4 t 
[ BX1011 1 E A T  ARC 603MU4 82 F4 C 
PMMl Y-M(30 IwmTI[SN 
.000 .WX3 8 3 . a  =.COO gZEF . l l W  SQ.FT. 
.WO 60.000 60.W ES.M#3 LREF .375 m. 
.m IOD.M)(~ m.m e 6 . m  B~EF .PA FT, XMRP .m FT. 
W f P  .OW0 FT. 
ZWP . O m  FT. 






- -08 - I 
I 
- .! 8 $ - 4 3 - 1 4  - - -2 - - 2 3 5 
ANGLE OF hTTACKw ALPHA* OEGREES 
PI TCH MODULAT I OM EFFECT 
lDlMACH = 1.00 PAGE 97 
PAGE 98 
DATA SET 5- CMlG!BATICiV OEStRIPi'lON 
(BXIM391 OCAT ARC EU3/6C1 B2 F4 C 
l B % l D l O l  CCAT ARC glW604 82 FI C 
t EM101 I I DCAf ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-I.m Y-IY00 FW/PF EFUEKE I t F m T I Q Y  
.0(30 .MX3 6O.m 86.m QZEF 11130 SO-FT. 
.Em 60.000 60.m e&.m L= .F"O FT. 
.GOO IW-000 60.W e5.003 BREF .37'550 FT* 
XW?? .0000 F T .  
nRP .DDOO FT* 
rn .M300 FT. 
9CNE IZS.aMO PERCNt 
DATA SET SYMBDt S@WIGtlFZATIOhl OESCRIPTION E T A  P-MW Y-NED PUJ/PF REFERENCE I h F m T I C ? N  
QCAT LRC 603/G04 B2 F4 C .000 .M30 6U*OW B6.000 SREF I I I 3 0  50 .FT.  
1 BXIDIO 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C -000 60.000 60.000 86.0[50 LREF .#50 F T .  
~ ~ X I O I  I I OUT ARC 6 0 3 ~ 0 4  82 FI c .ooo ta0.000 ~ 0 . 0 ~ 3  e6.ono BREF .3750 F ; . XmP .UUOO FT.  
YmP .MJDO F T .  
Z W  .0000 FT.  
SCNE ITj.M300 PERUJT 
I , , (  I I 1 1 I I  I I 1  I I I I , 1 1 1  
.10 
W 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. OEGREES 
PITCH MBDULAT IBN EFFECT 
EGIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 100 
DhTA S E T S W R  C D N I W ? A T I I S I I O E ~ l P T 1 I M  
ANGLE OF ATTACKD ALPHA* DEGREES 
P I  PCH MODULATION EFFECT 
IA IMACH = 0.64 PAGE 101 
- - -  -- - 
E A T  ARC 6031604 B2 F4 C 
OCAT ARC 6031604 62 F4 C 
I BX1014 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
I BX1015 1 OCAT mC 603/601 82 F4 C 
- - 
-033 .&El lW.UW 8 6 . a  SFigF .11Cd3 m.FT. 
.000 4 O . m  IOO.MS0 8 6 . a  LRcF .3750 FT. 
.DO0 60.000 IW.MH3 e6.W ESEf . m D  FT. 
.OOD IOD.000 100.000 86.000 XKW FT. 
Y W  .a00 Ff. 
Z'mP .UWJ FT.  
SCALE 12S.W00 PERCNT 
DATA SET S V E X l  COeCIIjlRATIIFt DEmIPTICW 
I BXlOl21 E A T  ARC W3/604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1013 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ WID14 1 M A T  hUC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ BX10151 DCAT hEC 603604 82 F4 C 
BETA P - r n  Y-K10 POJ/PF E f E E K E  IN-TIW 
.DDD .000 1W.MW3 65.000 SREF ,1100 SD-FT. 
.W 40.000 100.OM1 86.WD LAEF .3750 FT. 
.WO 60.- 1W.000 86.000 BREF .3750 Ff. 
.000 IOD.000 1 0 0 . ~  86.W 
JU+F naZP
.CGm F l .  
. O m  FT. 
.013Ct0 FT. 
EE: 125.0000 PERCM 
ANGLE OF ATTACKe ALPHAc DEGREES 
PI TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 103 
DATA SET S W O L  C W  IGtlRATIL3hl EEI-RIPTION BET& P-HOD Y-r0[3 POJ#F EFmm IWBiAT l (PU  
[ BX1012 1 E A T  hRC 603/654 l2 F4 C .OW -000 IOO.OL30 =.Om SRV I 1 0 0  93-FT. 
I BXlOt3 1 OCAT hRC =3/6134 8 2  F4 C .M30 4 0 . m  100.000 88.003 LREF . E D  Ff. 
I BX1014 1 E A T  hRC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C .COO €0.000 1OO.OOD 86 .m BREF -3750 fT. (BX10151 OCAT NK 503ff iO4 82 F4 C .OGO IOc.WO I(TJ.OL30 ES.OM3 XH- .00(30 FT. 
W .OW0 FT, 
ZYd .ODD0 FT. 
SCALE 125.000D PERCNT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
PI TCW MBOULAT T ON EFFECT 
Tn7MACH = I PAGE 104 
t BXlOI2 1 K A T  hRt 603/604 82 F4 C 
t BXlOl3 1 OCAY ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
18X10t4 I OC/rT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
t BX1015 1 D f A T  ARC W3/6U4 82 C4 C 
E T A  P-FW Y-KUD PCM/FF REFEfEha INOFHATION 
.OW3 .OW 100.000 %.Do0 S F  .IlM3 SO-FT. 
.000 4D.UOD lOD.QOD E 6 . D  LREF .3'50 FT.  
.WD 60.G00 1DO.ODO =.OM) eREF ,3750 FT.  
-000 100.000 100.000 86.0OO 
XWRP Y t a  
.I3000 F T .  
.01?00 FT. 
ZHRP .ODD0 FT.  
SCALE 1ZS.CKIOD PERCNT 
DATA SET SYt-SCL CQNFIEURATIRh OfSCRIPTI(SN 
C B X l O l 2  l M A T  N3C M3/604 72 F4 C 
t BX1013 1 nth1 ARC 603/604 32 F4 C 
I BX1014 1 OCAT ARC M3/604 B2 F4 C 
I BX1015 I DCAT ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
-000 .m 100,m E6.000 SiiET 1100 SO.R. 
.M#3 4O.OOD IOO.OW BG.000 L E F  .F-0 FT . 
.WO tiO.MI0 IOD.000 I35.000 BREF .3750 FT.  
.wo 100.000 1m.uw 86.000 >DaP .= FT. 
w .0000 F T .  
- 
ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
PI TCH MODULAT I ON EFFECT 
CFIMACH = 1.56 PAGE 106 
[ 3x1012 l OCAT ARC 603604 02 F4 C 
[ 6x1013 1 OCAT ARC 603604 B2 F4 C 
1 BX1014 1 OCAT rUZC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
C EX1015 1 OCAT ARC lXl3/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-MtiD Y-MOD POJ# REFERENCE I P F m T I O N  
-- ~~ 
.000 -000 !OO.M?O 8S.W SREF . l  lM3 SO.FT. 
.OM3 40.000 100.000 86.0130 LREF .3750 F T .  
.000 G0.m 100.000 E 6 . m  BZEF .=U FT . 
.OM) ~w.oa;, loo.ooo a s . m  x w  .EMID FT. 
Y K P  .aOOG ;: 
ZHkP .0000 
SCALE 125.OWD P E m T  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
P I TCH MOOULAT I ON EFFECT 
CGIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 107 
[ BX1012 1 E A T  EL% 60U654 B2 f 4  C 
1 EX1013 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
[ BX1014 I OCAT ARC 6DWGfI4 d2 F4 C 
[ BXIDIS I OUT ARC 6 0 3 ~ 0 4  82 ~4 c 
BETA P-HEU Y - M n  P c J H  ESEEME IW-T ION 
.000 Lm IOO.CM3 86.oEl SlKC 1 1 0 0  SO.FT. 
.Do0 45.W IOD.000 86.WO LREF -3750 FT. 
.OM3 &.WO 10D.(3W 86.OW EREF . m ~  FT. 
.wO lW.000 lOO.c"m S.aO0 
m p  YICiZP 
.CEO FT. 
.WDO FT. 
m   DO FT. 
SthtE 1E3.OU00 P E m  
PAGE 108 
OATA SETS- CONlQJRATIDN OESCRlPTlm 
-. ~ - -  
[ BX1012 1 M A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ B X I O I ~ I  OCAT ARC 6 0 3 / m 4  82 F4 C 
tBXt014 1 OCAT ARC 603'604 82 F4 C 
I BXlOIS I DChT ARC 6Wf604 82 F4 C 
E T A  P-W3ll Y-HOD PEIJ/W REFERENCEIW~TlW 
,mo .mo loo.ooo a 5 . m  .J 100 s0.n. 
.OM3 40.000 JM3.000 e6.000 LRcF -3750 FT- 
.OOD 60.000 10D.COD 8f.OOD BREF ,3750 FT. 




ma? .a003 FT. 
SCALE 125.- ERCW 
PAGE 109 
DATA SET M a L I L  CONFIGURATIW MStRIPTlarJ 
[ BX1012 I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
CBXID13 1 E A T  ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1014 I DCAT ARC ED3604 82 F4 C 
[ BXICIS J OChT ARC W3/604 82 F4 C 
E T A  P-m?D Yi.iOO W/FF REF- IffOWViATION 
.OD0 .(X00 IOD.000 BG.000 S F  . I 1 5 0  9.n. 
.OrW 4O.CW IW.OOO 8 G . W  LFW .>?SO Fl. 
.000 W.000 1ffO.OOC 86.0DO 3750 FT. 
.M30 lOU.GUU IM3.0M) 86.01Yl xI.liip -0000 FT. 
WRP .0000 FT.  
ZWP . E D 0  FT. 
SCALE 125.CXED PERCNT 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
P I TCH MBDULAT I BN EFFECT 
T r 7 M A r I - l  = f7 q'i PAGE 110 
[BXlOtZ 1 OChT ARC 6WfiD4 82 F4 t 
I BX1013 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
t EX1014 1 M A T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C (BXt015 I DChT ARC MY601 82 F4 C 
.CUD .0;30 100.000 86.0110 SREC . I 1 0 0  SO.FT. 
.OM3 40.000 IOO.WD B6.000 L W  .3750 FT. 
.OD0 60.000 100.1100 BB.000 BREF fT. 
.a 100.000 100.000 e 6 . m  ?O?RP . m D  FT. m .OM0 FT. 
ZMZP .000G FT. 
5 125.aam P E R m  
PAGE I 1  1 
DATA SET SmBDl C C W I ~ A ?  I[Sd M S Z R I P T ! m  
I EX10121 E A T  ARC 603/6C4 e2 F4 C 
f B X I O l 3 1  OCAT kGC 6031604 l32 F4 C 
f BX1014 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 82 f4  C 
( BXtOIS 1 M A T  hRf 603/604 82 F4 f 
BETA P-MaD Y-12W POJOF REF- I W m T I W  
.000 .OM3 1m.W 86 .m SREF 11m YJ.FT. 
-000 40.000 IOD.M30 86.m LRE' -3750 FT. 
-000 60,UW 1OO.W %.!XI0 EEEF -3733 FT. 
.0130 l00.0DD IOD.000 86 .m M W  .OW0 FT. 
W W  .WOO FT. ZmFJ .WDO FT. 
SCALE I25.0000 PEMt-lT 
PAGE I I2 
. - 
I BX1012 J B- E A T  & W 6 Q 4  82 F4 C CBX1013 1 E A T  ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C L BX1014 1 RCAT ARt 60VGM 82 F4 C [ BX1015 1 M A T  ARC 6 0 3 K 0 4  92 F4 C 
BETA PMOD Y-MW PW# m E  I f f m f l W  
.tm .m I O O . ~  ~6.m SREF . I  IOO SQ.FT. 
.DIX1 4O.LMO 100.000 8 6 . m  LREF .3750 FT. 
.OM1 60.m IM3.000 86.W EREF .r=o FT. 
.MO 1m.000 IOO.ODD 65.m 1515' m r=T. 
.OaM FT. 
iWW -0000 FT. 
5mlE I25.WMJ PERPlT 
PAGE 113 
DATA SET SYHBUL tONflGUR4TlQN DESCRIPTION 
t BXIO12 1 nth1 ARC 603M04 81 F4 C 
t 6x1013 J E A T  ARC 6031604 B2 F4 C 
t EX1014 1 OCAT ARC 6031604 82 F4 C 
1 EX1015 DCAT M C  603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-MSO Y - W  PQIlPF REFEREKE IW-TIQN 
.ODD .GOO IOO.MX) 86.000 S F  . I  IOD SC)..CT. 
-000 4 0 . m  100.000 8 6 . m  FREF .3;150 FT. 
.I300 60.000 100.000 86.000 BREF .3750 FT. 
.OE3 IOO.M30 100.000 85.000 WRP -0000 FT. 
m . a m  FT. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
P I  TCH MODU L AT I BN EFFECT 
[GIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 114 
DATA SET SY- CCWIGLRATION DESCRLPTIUN 
1 BX1012 3 E A T  llRC W 6 0 4  I32 F4 C 
[ BX1013 J EAT rn ~03604  ~2 ~4 c 
l BXlOld l E A T  hRC SOY604 B2 f 4 C 
[ BX1015 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
---.. . - -- - - 
.000 .Om 1M3.000 Bti.000 SREF .11DO SI3.FT. 
.ODO 40.000 IU0.W 86.000 LREF .37M FT. 
.OW 60 000 IW.000 85.000 M F  .3EO FT. 
.m I W : ~  1m.m 8s .m m .oaoo FT.  
w3?P .OM30 FT. 
am= .COX FT. 
KAsE 1ZS.OWa F E E  
DATA SET S M M  CIVSICURATION CESCRIPTION 
[ EX10121 WdT ARC 6031604 82 F4 C 
t BX1013 1 DCAT AXC 603/604 PI F4 C [EX1014 1 M A T  ARC 603/EU4 82 F4 C 
[ BXIOIS 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
E T A  P - r n  Y - r n  POJ/Pf R E F E E  I N F m T I L a V  
-000 .ODD 100.OM3 86.000 SREF 1 1 D O  SQ.FT. 
.000 40.'3CO 1W.DDD E6.000 LREF .3750 FT. 
.000 6D.DW lOO.OOD 86.00Q BREF .3750 FT. 
.MY3 IOO.WO 100.000 86.ODO XHW .WOO FT.  
WlRP .WRD FT.  
r n P  .mm f f .  
SCALE 125.000D P E m T  
PlTCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT* CLM 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
183MACH = 0.80 PAGE 116 
DATA SET SY- CJWICluRATIUN DESCRIPTION 
[BXlOlZI OCA; MC ~ m 1 4  82 ~4 c 
[ BXiOI31 E A T  ARC 603fW4 82 F4 C 
[ BXIOIS 1 DCAT ARC 6031604 62 F4 C 
[ BX1015 1 OCAT ARC 603/6W 82 F4 C 
.WO .Ox 100.000 66.000 SREF .I100 =.FT. 
.OW 40.1300 IOO.W30 =.GOO WEF -37513 F?.  
.WO 60.060 100.000 =.OD0 EREF .m FT.  
.m 100.0130 IOO.OIM 86.CW m . m 0  Ff. 
W -0000 FT. 
D.tsp .OCOD FT. 
SCALE 125.ODXI 
-1 00 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CtM 
PI TCH MBDULAT ION EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 117 
DATA S T  S W D l  MISIGLQATIOh CESCRIPTION 
[ BXt012 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
IBXtC'131 QCAT ARC SOW601 h2 F4 C 
[ EX1014 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
L EX1015 1 DChT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 t 
E T A  P-f?OO Y-KID POJ/PF REFEREME InFCRPLATILN 
.ma .WO IOO.OW a.m SAEF IIOD SO-FT. 
.OM3 413.MO IM3.OM3 86.000 LREF -3755 FT. 
-000 60.000 IOO.WO 86.000 BREF -3750 FT. 
.000 100.000 100.000 B6.000 XMiP . O m  F T .  
W P  .0000 FT. 
M k P  .000D FT. 
c N E  iaj.ODW P E R M  
PITCHING MOMENT CUEFFICIENTO CLM 
PITCH MOOULATI ON EFFECT 
CDIMACH = 1.00 PAGE 118 
DATA SET SYHFRL CONIWRftTIG3 OESCRIPTIGN 
I BXI012 1 OChT ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
I BXlOl3 l E A T  'I 603/604 82 F4 C 
( BX1014 I DCAT hRC 603/6(34 82 F4 C 
LBXIOIS~ GCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
E T A  P-BXl Y-KDD W/FF REFEEME IW-T ION 
.m .QUO 1o0.0~0 =.mu SKEF I loo 5~3 .~1 .  
-000 4 0 . 0 ~ 3  im.mo es.000 LFEF .=o FT. 
.aon s ~ . w  ~oo.ma =.on0 BREF ,- FT. 
-000 100.000 IOO.I3(30 E6.m X X w  .UUOQ FT.  YURP .O[ILlO FT. 
zmp .anon FT 
SCALE 15.0000 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
P ITCH MBDULAT 1 OM EFFECT 
CEIMACH = 1.10 PAGE 119 
DATA SET SYMBBL C W I W A T I C N  OESCRIPPION 
[ B X I O I 2  1 E A T  AFE 663/F34 82 F4 C ( B X t 0 1 3  1 OCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
[ 0x1014 1 CISAT ARC 603/6C4 82 F4 C 
I BXlOIS I E A T  ARC a31604 87 F4 C 
.OM3 .a00 tOO.QW 86.000 SREF 1 1 0 1 )  SO.FT. 
.DDO .IO.CDO 100.OW 86.000 LGEF -3759 FT. 
.000 60.000 lM).aM] S6.W ERE -37-30 Ff. 
.ODD 1rn.000 tw.om es.wo XMW .ma0 FT. 
'IZCZP .MMD FT. 
ZHFZP SCALE 12S.Cam F T .  PERlSNT 
PITCHING MOPIENT COEFFICIENTL CFM 
P I TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CFIMACH = 1.56 PAGE 120 
DATA SET SYPtED1 CWIERATION DESCRIPTIW 
1 BXIOIZ I E A T  ARC 6 0 X 0 4  82 F4 C 
(f fX1013 1 OCAT AFX 603604 82 C4 C 
i BXl0l4 1 E A T  ARC hkC63/604 B2 F4 C 
CRX1015 1 O U T  ARC 603/K!4 82 F4 C 
E T A  P - r n  Y - m  POJ# R€FEREKE I f f m T I I B J  
-000 .M30 lI#3.000 S.OOO w .I100 S . F T .  
.W30 40.- 100.000 EZ.m L W  -3750 FT. 
.m 60.m 1oo.00~ ~s.000 BREF .PA n. 
.om tao.ao0 rw.m as.m ]O.WP .moo FT. w . a m  FT. 
m .M#10 F T  
scrJs 1E.oaao F E h T  
PITCHING MBMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
P Z TCH MBOULAT I BN EFFECT 
CGIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 121 
DATA SET SYMaOL CONF lGURATIC:r DESCRlPT ION 
( B X 1 0 1 2 )  E A T  ARC 603604 82 F 4  C 
[ B X I 0 1 3 1  OCAT ARC E03/604 B2 F 4  C ( 8 x 1 0 1 4  1 UCAT ARC 603/604 82 F 4  C ( e ~ 1 0 1 5 )  OCAT ARC 603 /604  82 F 4  C 
E T A  P - r n  Y-mO P O J H  REF- IhFORMhTfC!U 
.M30 .000 IOO.003 8G.030 SREF II00 SO-FT* 
.ODD 40.000 100.000 E6.000 LREf .37;6 Ff. 
.ODD 6~1.0~0 100.0~3 B B . ~  WEF  ED FT. 
,000 100.OGU 100.000 E6.000 XH?? .ODD9 F T .  
mF;P . m a  FT. 
i?W .a000 FT 
sClyE 325.0000 *T 
PAGE 122 
MTA SET '3- CONIGWATION MSCRlPTlON 
I BXlOI2 1 E A T  ARC 603/601 82 F4 C (BX1013 I OChT N?C 603/604 82 F4 C [BX1014 1 E A T  ARC GO3604 B2 r d .  C 
[ BXIOL5 I M A T  ARC 60- 32 F4 C 
BETA P-HOO Y-MCO P&I/PF - I N W T I [ S N  
.I#W3 .a30 la3.000 S-axl GS . I  IW SU.FT. 
.000 40.000 JDO.O(R3 B.MO LEF .- FT. 
.Ira0 M.mo lm.m E.mo eRn FT. 
.OM) IDO.M10 lI#1.W30 S . [ X X 3  xlR= em FT. YMZP .OOM FT. 
zX?P .OMM FT. 
9xE 1 x . m a  PERCNT 
P I TCH MBDUL AT I BN EFFECT 
ANGLE BF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
PAGE 123 
PAGE 124 
M f A  SET SYWfL C W I ~ T I O N  ESCRIPfllZ?.I BETA F-MCO y - t m  mum wamz I ~ T I ~  
Oao .OUOIW.C03 ES.053 SREF .1JM3 SO.FT. 
:a00 40.000 I O O . w O  6S.W LRW .31sb FT. 
.OC3 60.0ILD IOD.OnD 66.000 E F  .3750 R. 
.WO 100.Clm 1W.000 S.M10 XMF W
.- FT. 
.m R. 
nnzP .a000 FT. 
e,'hLE laS.CM00 m T  
PAGE 125 
DATA SET S Y E O L  CCXF I CUWT I I3N LSCF I PT I ON E T A  P-MSD Y-MCD POJ/PF REF=£ I N m T f O N  
(FA1012 1 ! E A T  ARC E03/604 m- F4 C .MH3 .M3D 1W.DOO B6.MO S E F  l l 0 0  SO.FT. (EK1013 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 .,r 64 C .OW 40,WD 300.000 86.000 LREF -3750 FT. 1 BX1014 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 t12 r4 C .OD0 m.000 100.0DD 86.000 BREF .375O FT . (OX10151  OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .OW lW.I300 100.003 85.000 
W Y M P  
.000D FT. 
.OOOD F T .  
ZFlRP .WOO FT. 
SCALE IEi.DWD PERCNP 
.20 - ' ' ' ' ' , , I  , 1 1 1  I 1 1 1  I I 1 I I I I I 1  I L I I I  1 I t I  1 1  1 I 
-18 - 1 
.16 - 
- .06 _ --- - 
-.08 ! - 
-.IDa5 ' ' ' ' , T I 4  I 4 1  , ,  E I t i  , a *  
-4 -3 -2 1 -0 1 2 3 4 5 - 
ANGLE OF ATTACKm ALPHA* DEGREES 
P I  TCH MODULA T I BN EFFECT 
tE3MACH = 1.10 PAGE 126 
M T A  SET S Y n B a  C W l f X R A T I O N  E S C R I P T I I M  
(BXIOIZ O&T ~ ~ ~ - 6 0 3 / 6 ( 3 f  82 F4 C 
[ BXlOI3 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 92 F4 C (BX1014 1 E A T  ARC 603604 B2 F9 C 
( BX1015 1 OCAl ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
,000 .MX3 IOO.OOQ 66.003 SREF 1 1 0 0  93-FT. 
.W30 413.000 lW.000 86.W LREF .350 FT. 
.OW 60.000 100.000 e6.CiKl WE3 -3750 FP. 
.000 tOO.OM) ~00.000 B6.000 XktRP .QOW FT. w .w# FT. 
Zx?? .OWM Ff 















-.08 L I - 
- 
- .lo- 
1 I 1  
4 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
P S TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CFIMACH = 1.56 PAGE 127 
PAGE 128 
DATA SET SYMEOL C W l E W A T I U h  L>.'"lPTJCLN BETA P-HKJ Y-MDD POJ# REFERENCE IWmTILSM 
I ex1012 1 ! OCAT .WC E03/6C F i  F4 C .M30 .MM 1110.000 Bii.000 SREF .I100 SQ.FT. ( BX1013 1 OCAT ARC GOY604 ' F4 C -000 40.000 100.000 B6.ODD LREF . E D  FT. I BX1014 1 OCAT ARC 6031604 f! F4 C .ODD 6 O . W  100.000 86.000 GFiEF ,350 FT. (BX1015 I OCAT ARC 609604 82 F4 C .OW 100.M30 100.0130 86.000 W P  .OM30 FT. r m  . O W  FT.  
Z m P  .WD0 FT 






























- * 10- 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
P I TCH MBDULAT ION EFFECT 
CGIMACH = 1.80 
DATA SET M.BOt C0FlGWTIW OESCRlPTlON 
IBXlM321 E A T  ARC 609604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1006 1 E A T  ARC 603/6M 87 F4 C 
[ BXIOCB I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C [EX10121 M A T  ARC 603- 82 F4 C 
E T A  P-MM Y - r n  FWR EFEREKE IWmTION - - 
-000 ,000 ,000 86.m SREF I tOO SIJ.FT. 
.Oc0 .000 4 0 . W  86.W LREF .T=U FT. 
.Do0 ,000 60.000 8 6 . m  B?EF . E D  FT.  
.m *OM3 100.000 86.- x?m= Y E W  .Gum FT. 
m p  : F7: 
=ALE 125.00m P E ~ T  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
YAW MODULAT I ON EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 229 
E T A  P-HUD Y-H3D P O J e  RUr- IWWMAYIW 
.WO .QD3 .ooO 86.000SREF I IW3 50.FT. 
-000 .W0 4D.On13 86,000 LREF -3750 F t .  
.ma .ow 60.ono ss.m  REF -3750 FT. 
.OW .OD0 lOO.OM3 86.000 m P  . O m  Ff. 
YmP .OW0 FT. 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
YAW MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CBIMACH = 0.80 PAGE 130 
DATA SET S m  COKl tURAf lON DESCRIPffW 
[ BX1002 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1006 1 M:Af ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
IBX1009) OtAT ARC 6 0 m 4  82 F4 t 
I BXlOl2 1 DCAT ARC 603/6U4 82 F4 C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
YAW MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CClMACH = 0.95 PAGE 331 
I BX1002 I E A T  ARC 603/604 F. F4 C 
1 EX1006 ) aCA7 ARC @3/604 32 $4 C 
t BX1009) OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
i @X10121 OfAT ARC 6U3/604 B2 F4 C 
BETA P - m  v-rim PZWm REFUZmrE I W r n T I r n  
.ma .m .m 86.m SREF . I  1 0 0  SP.Ft. 
-000 .OD0 40.000 8G.000 LREF .375O FT.  
.W0 .WO 60.000 86.000 EREF .3EO FT . 
.OOD .OOD JQD.000 86.QOU XHT' .I3000 FT. 
yt.fiip .OD00 FT. 
ZIlRP .CDUO FT. 
SCALE 125.0000 F E R M  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
T n l M A r H  = 1 I l l  PAGE 132 
M T A  SETS= COWlGURAflO?4*tSCRIPT1(3lrl 
(BXIODZ I I3CAT ARC 6 W 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
~BX10061 E A T  NZC 6096l31 32 F4 C 
1 MI0091 OChT ARC 6 0 x 0 4  82 F4 C 
[EX10121 DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P- Y-HDD pOJ# m E  I W m T I W  
.000 .m e6.m sRET 1 IW rn.Ff. 
-000 .0[30 40.000 EB.000 LkEF .3EQ f7. 
.M90 .OOO 60.000 EREF -3750 FT. 
.W .Om 100.000 86.OD[3 3MRP .0000 FT. 
Y M e  .000D FT. 
2mp -0000 FT. 
SCALE 125.0WO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MBDULhT I OM EFFECT 
CEIMACH = 1.10 PAGE 133 
[ BX1002 I E A T  M C  6U3/604 r' 5 4  C 
I BX1005 I M l A T  ARC 603/604 * .L  r 4  II 
I BX1009 I OCAT A??C 6 0 m 4  B2 F4 C (EX1012) OCAT ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
BETA P - r n  Y - W  WJ/W I-TION 
.OM3 .MI0 .000 86.000 S W  1 I W  SO.FT. 
.D30 .DUO 4O.OoO E6.aoD tREF -3750 FT. 
.000 ,000 50.000 86.000 @REF -3750 F?. 
-000 .a00 100.000 86.OCO $T& -0000 fT. .C9lDO FT. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
Y A# HBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CFIMACG = I ,5S PAGE 134 
( RX1002 1 E A T  ARC 603f604 82 F.3 C 
t BX1M36 1 OCAT ARC 603/GU4 82 F4 C 
[BXIOU91 OCW ARC 603/EU4 82 F4 C 
I6Xi012 1 OCAT N?C 603m4 82 F4 C 
E T A  P-PXiO Y-M3l  POJ# REF- IS-f 1 P I  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
YAW MBDULAT I BN EFFECT 
CGIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 135 
M T h  SET S Y m  C W l C U R A T I O N  Licl~tPT ICY 
(BXlC102 I =AT ARC 603/604 r r i  F4 C 
tBX10D6 1 DATA M3T AVhlLABLL 
t ax1009 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
t BXIOIZ 1 M T A  NOT AVAILABLE 
-- -. 
.OM3 .OD0 .OW e 6 . m  SREF lJ00 SO.FT. 
.000 -000 40.000 66.OOO LREF .375I3 FT. 
,000 . a d  60.000 86.000 BREF .Tii FT. 
.OW .OM IOO.CDO G.000 XMRP .[3130[3 FT. 
YMRP .OD00 FT. 
Zm' .00DD FT. 
SCALE 125.00DD P E R M  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
YAW MODULATION EFFECT 
r U l M A r U  - 3 7n PAGE 136 
DATA SET SYSEl W I G L E U T I O N  OESCRIPTt[W E T A  P-w3O Y-HoO PDJ/PF 1 s m T I W  
.OPO .000 .MD e 6 . a  SlZTr 1 1 0 0  SO-FT. 
.WO .M30 4 0 . a  G.WD L P G  .W=O FT. 
.OM3 .MD €0.000 6S.Oi10 EEF -3750 FT. 
.m .nc0 loD.aw eZ.m xl.n *aM)(3 FT. 
Y m ?  .cum m. 
ZKZp .OX0 FT 
SCALE 125.00a0 F&NT 
WGLE BF ATTACK r ALPHA DEGREES 
YAW MBDULAT I8M EFFECT 
CIIMACH = 2.50 PAGE 137 
DATA SET SYPBOL C O N  I G W T  10;. SES.E9 1 PT f OM 
[ BX1002 1 M A T  ARC 603/604 €32 r4 c 
( EX1006 1 OCAT ARC 603/6!34 G; F4 C 
I BX1009 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
I BX1012 I M A T  EAC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
.OM3 .OW .OW 86.000 SREF t 1 0 0  SO.Ff. 
.000 .WD 40.000 86.00D LREF FT. 
.ODD .an0 -.ODD as.om emr . ~ 0  FT. 
.000 .ODD f00.000 85.000 X W  .Ul1DD FT. 
Y W  .QUO0 FT. 
ariZP .mEO FT. 
SCALE 12s.m~ F E ~  
ANGLE aF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
YAW MBDULAT I6d EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 138 
3ATA SET SYMBOF COW IGURATIMJ OESCRIP?ILR( 
IBXIW21 DTAT ARC 603/6@ 82 F4 C 
18XlOD6 I E A T  ARC E03/604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1009 1 OChT ARC ED31604 82 F4 C 
t BXIO12 I OChT N?C 604/604 B2 F4 C 
E T A  P-W30 Y-MOD FCIJ/PF REFEREKE IhFt3WATICW 
.m .ow .m 6s.m SREF IlP 5Q.FT. 
,000 .ODD 40.000 66.Gtiil LIEF .373D FT. 
-000 .ROD 60.000 85.aM1 WEF -3750 FT. 
.WO .000 IOO.ODD 8G.030 
W e  rmP 
.aaoO FT. 
.ow0 FT. 
rn .ODD0 FT 
SCAlE t25.0000 F=&m 
PAGE 139 
DATA SET SYMOL C W  t DL.2AT ICh ?FCl l PT f ON 
[ BX1002 1 OCAT ARC b33/604 i f4 C 
t BX I OCG I O f A T  ARC 603/604 G.2 F4 C 
( B X 1 0 a  I OCAT A3C 603/E04 €32 F4 C 
L SXIOlZ I OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
E T A  P - r n  Y - W  wJ#f RE- IWmTlIZN 
.OGQ .000 .oaO ES.oO0 wF . I 1 0 0  S[J.FT. 
.a00 .WO 40.000 66.000 LREF .373 R . 
.ODD .OW 60.000 86.WO @REF .3750 FT. 
.000 ,000 1M3.000 86.000 XWP WJ?? .OM3D FT. 
.ODE0 FT. 
m p  .OM30 Ff 
SCALE 125.0000 P E ~ C N T  
DATA SET S W B X  CCW IGURAT ION MSCRlPT ICN BETA P-MOD 7-PlDU POJ/PF W E R E M E  Iff8WATlm' 
( BXlOOZ I Q =AT ARC 603/6[34 82 F4 C BXlU5G 1 E A T  Nit 603/604 81 F4 C ' 8x1009 I OfAT ARC 6031604 82 F4 C t BXIOi2 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .m .om .om es.cm SMF I I O Q  5Q.~~. .WO -000 4 0 . m  86.QW LRTr . =  FT. .OM3 .M30 GD.000 86.a eREF .3750 Ff. .OW -000 100.00[3 B6.WO 
WtRP XM  
.OWO FT.  
.DCOD FT. 
ZHRP .OODD FT. 
































- 1 8  
ANGLE CIF ATTACIq. ALPHA. DEGREES 
YAW MODULAT 1 BM EFFECT 
CDIMACH = 1.00 PAGE 141 
DATA SET SYM9C1L CW IGURAT ION MSCRlPT ION 
Iex~ooz  r DCAT ARC 6 0 ~ ~ 0 4  82 r4 c (BX1005 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
( BXIOOS I OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
1 BXIOl2 l OtAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
.030 m -000 . 40.0110 .WO 86.M30 6 .m LGEF SR f *!I00 SO.FT. 
.n=o FT. 
.a00 .000 60.m 86.000 BREF .3750 FT. 
.OM] .en0 100.ooO B 6 . m  . a m  Ff . 
.Durn FT. 
Z F S  .ODW FT. 
SCALE 125.0000 PEW 
YAW MQDULAT I OM EFFECT 
CEIHACH = 1.10 PAGE I42 

L a T A  SET SWm COW IGURAT [CIN OESCRIPT ION BETA P-WUO Y-FQCI PQJ# EfEREME I W m T I m  
t BX:002 1 ! E A T  hRC 603/604 B2 F4 C .on0 .ooO ,000 86.wO SU 1 1 0 0  SO-FT. Cf3X130E) M A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .OM3 .000 40.OM3 86.000 LREF -3750 FT. 1 BKlOO9 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .0[10 .W 60.000 86.000 BkEC .3750 FT.  1 BXI012 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 0 .M30 IW.000 8 6 . m  
XMRP W* 
. O m  FT. 
. a m  FT. 
R.aQ1 .0000 FT.  
SALE 1z5.0000 E R m T  
10 
r 




























-8 -.-------- - 
i 
-la5 I 1 4 ,  $ I 1 1  L 1 I 1  - -3 -2 - 1  2 3 4 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MBDULATI ON EFFECT 
EGIMACH = 1-80 PAGE 144 
161(10021 CCAT Nit 603m4 82 F4 C [8XlWSI DATA h;OT AVAILA6LE 
I BXlOD9 I M T A  M3f AVAILABLE 
I BXtOl2 l M T A  NOT AVAILARE 
E W  P-HUU Y-MM3 P h l K  REFERENCE IWWMTIW 
.MY3 ,000 .GQD 86.000 SqEF , 1 1 9 0  SO.FT. 
.OW .OW 40.000 8S.uOO LRff .m Ff. 
.D00 .OfKi 6O.WQ 86.000 SXF FT.  
.COO .000 JW3.0W 8S.000 XMRP WE  . O m  FT. 
.- FT. 2?m' -0333 FT 
SALE 1 z s . 0 0 ~  &n 
DATA SET SY- CIPSIGUQATIQN DESCRtPTlW 
[ BXLW;1 I M A T  ARC 6O3/6D4 82 F4 C 
[ 8x1006 I M T A  NUT AVAILABLE 
[ E X 1 0 0 9  I DATA M3T AVAILABLE 
I BX1012 1 DATA NDT AVA~LABLE 
BETA P-WO Y-FWD WJ/PF REFEREME INOFblhTID& 
.000 .KO .OM3 86.000 SREC I I W  50.FT. 
.OM3 -000 40.000 86.000 LRfF -3750 FT. 
.ooo ,000 60.000 e 6 . 0 ~ 0  BREF .- r-T. 
.om .WD 1ao.m~ BG.OOO 
x w  YMZP 
.m FT. 
. D m  Fr. 
ZMRP .0000 FT. 
SCALE 12s.mo P E ~ I  
PAGE 146 
BETA p - m  Y-rn mm F~E~EMIE  W ~ T I O ~ V  
-000 .OW .M30 86.000 giEF . I 1 0 0  9 3 7 .  
.am .mu 4 0 . m  s 6 . m  ~J&C FY. 
.OW3 .Om 6C.000 85.000 EG -3750 FT.  
.OM3 .M#l J 0 0 . 0 0 0  86.090 
WEP YHW .Oa"D em E: 
ZMZP .moo F T  
Stl l lE 125.m P E ~  
PITCHING MBMENB CBEFFICIENT. CLM 
YAW MBDULAT 18N EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 147 
M T A  SET S W k  C O l S I m A T 1 m  DESCRIPTION 
[ EX1002 I E A T  ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
[ BXIOOS I E A T  ARC 603/604 52 F4 C 
t BXIW3 I DCAT ARC 603/604 BZ F4 C 
B X 1 0 1 2  1 DCAT hRt 603/604 B2 F4 C 
Dm' .ODD0 FT. 
SCALE 1 2 5 . 0 0 0 0  PERCNl 
BETA P-nOD Y-H3D WJ/PF REFEREKE I N W ? T l C N  
,000 -000 .OOO =.OM SREF I I O D  StY.FT. 
.000 .WD 40.000 e6.000 LREF .- FT. 
.OD0 .UW SO.- 86 .m BREF ,3755 F T .  
-000 .OD0 100.000 86.000 .WLa3 F T .  
.iXUl3 FT.  
PAGE 148 
BETA P-I.M3 Y-f-UU IW-TION 
.OMI .OW3 .Do0 86.m SREF f lDO SO.FT. 
.WU .Doe 4D.000 8G.E LREF .31=,0 F T .  
.OW .DOD 60.000 E 6 . h  W F  -3750 FT. 
.WO .WO lD0.0aD 86.DOQ SW YMZP 
.W130 FT.  
.- FY. 
m= -0000 FT 
Y3I-E l25.am P E k n  
PITCHING MOMENT CCEFFICIENTw CLM 
YAW MODULAT I BM EFFECT 
IC3MACH = 0.95 PAGE 149 
DATA SET S Y m a  CWlGLG?ATla% E S C R l P T l  W E T A  F -  Y - r n  WJ# U E F E m  IW@WATIm 
.MO .000 -000 S6.000 SREF . I 1 0 3  SO.FT. 
-000 -0110 4D.DOO 8s.- LREF -3750 FT. 
.OM3 .000 60,UCO &.OW @REF .F,0 FT. 
.OGO .m0 100.000 86.000 XmP . m o  FT. 
Ym? .UWO FT. 
m .onno FT. 
SCALE 12S.oum Em 
PAGE 150 
M T A  S T  S W D L  C W  IGURATIW OESCRIPT ION 
I BX1002 I D3f  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
1 BX10061 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ 6x1003 1 M A T  ARC 603E04 82 F4 C 
[ EX10121 OCAT AFE 603/604 E? f4 C 
BETA P-r?o[3 Y-t3Zl W/PT m G  Iff-f 1fFd 
.m .m .mo ES.m SEF .11m a.m. 
.Om3 .00il fO.OO0 G.Q# LREF .PO FT. 
.Om -000 60.00D 6f .WD tiREF -3755 FT. 
-000 .a00 100.m 85.000 %K2? .oaoO FT. 
YHW .M3JO FT. 
ZF1RP .OW0 FT. 
'33t.E 125.0000 PatPCT 
DATA SET S'i'MB0L CIMIGLIAATION ESCRIPTICLV 
[ BXIM;2 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C [EX101361 OCAT ARC 6OW604  82 F4 c 
[ EXICO9 1 O U T  ARC 603.f6D4 82 C4 C 
[ EX1012 1 M A T  ARC 803/604 BZ C4 C 
BETA P-H3D Y - r n  -/PF E E R E E E  I ~ T I C I N  
.OW .WD .a00 85.000 SREF . I 1 0 0  SQ.FT. 
,000 ,000 40.000 s .aoo  LREF .m FT. 
.ODD .OW, 6D.ooO 26.aOO E E F  .T=O FT. 
. O w  .ODD fO0.00D ES.000 - .urn FT. 
YmP .mm FT. 
m? .mu0 FT 
SCALE 125.0ODO P E ~  
PAGE 152 
M T A  SETSWEDL Wld2RATI [ENMSCRIPTIW4 
( BXIOD2 I E A T  #% 60-1 82 b4 C 
1 BX1006 I M A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ BXlU09 1 aChT ARC 603604 8d f 4 C 
l B X l O l 2  I M I A 7  MK 603/6Cl4 92 F4 C 
m .Do0 .m s.000 S E S  I t t i t i  SO-FT. 
.rSL10 -000 40.mD E6.m LkEF .375? FT. 
,000 . O M  60.000 9S.m eREF .mu FT. 
-000 .OD0 100.000 65.00D Xi'=? .OW0 FT.  WR? .OM0 FT. 
m .OMO FT 
SCALE 125-0000 & 
PAGE 153 
M T A  S T  SWSIX. ! X V l E R n T  IW FESCRIPTIDN - 
(extacz I EAT .U?C a3604 e? ~4 c ( A X I C X  I DATA Mf AVAIL*-E 
L BXl[f09 ! W T A  h 3 T  AVAILELL 
I BXICIZ 1 DATA K3T AVAIL&€ 
PAGE 154 
BETA P-HOO Y - N P  M1JPF IFiRHATIW 
.lXCl .W ,000 86.[RM 9m . l I D O  SO.fT. 
.OD3 .000 40.000 S.W LREF -3150 FT. 
.OW .m €0.300 BS.m eREF .m0 FT. 
.13m, .OUO lOO.OO0 86.030 X F W  .a300 FT. 
vrWI .MY30 FT.  
ZtsZF .ODM FT 
!iOLE 125-0000 P E ~ O  
M T A  =ST SYWOL CWIGLRAfION OESCRlPTlON - . . - . . -
1 BXIOD2 1 M A T  ARL 603/M4 BZ F4 C 
1 EX1006 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ BXIC.09 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 62 F4 C 
[ BX1012! DCAT Mt &OW604 92 F4 C 
BETA P-PC0 Y-HOD WiFf REFEREME IN-TION 
.003 .000 .OM3 %.OX SREF .llM3 92.FT. 
.M30 .000 40.000 EG.OCIO LFEF .3750 FT . 
.OOD .GOO 60.000 66.0tU &zEF -3750 FT. 
.OW .000 IW.000 Bb.0h IWU -0000 FT. 
W l W  .CAO FT.  
ANGLE O f  ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MODUL AT I BN EFFECT 
EAlMACH = 0.64 PAGE 156 
( BXIMJi! I M A T  ARC 6D3/604 82 F4 C 
[ @XI006 1 E A T  mC 603/6U4 82 F4 C 
1 %I009 I OCAT ARC ~ i 0 3 m 4  82 f 4  c 
t E H f O I 2 1  E A T  ARC 609601 82 F4 C 
BETA P-rDO Y-PXXI a# m I - T l m  
.M10 .WI1 .[XXI 8 6 . a  S E f  I 1 0 3  SO.Fi. 
.OM3 .W33 4 O . m  E 6 . m  LREF .3750 FT. 
.GOD .DO0 60.000 86.000 B X F  .3750 Fr . 
.OM3 .OD0 1W3.000 6 6 . D M 3  XNW vrtRP
.OM30 FT. 
.00rY3 FT. 
n M J  .OD30 Ff 
SCALE ft5.0000 d 
DATA SET SYnaDL CONIGLIAAT10N DESCRIPTtW 
(ex~oo~r EAT mc m - 6 0 4  82 F 4 c 
I BX1006  1 M A T  AEC 603/604 d2 F4 C 
t 0x1009 I @CAT ARC 603 /604  B2 F4 C 
1 B X I Q I Z  1 E A T  ARC 603/G04 B2 f4  C 
PAGE 158 
BETA P - r n  Y-MOD POJA'F FiEFERRrlCE IWBWAT lDN 
.ma .OW .om e 5 . m  SREF . I 1 0 0  SCJ.FT. 
.000 .ODD 40.000 85.000 LREF .3750 f T .  
.000 .OOD 00.000 8 5 . 0 0 0  REF .3TXl F T .  
.OW ,000 100.000 86.I300 XPXP YRQ  .OCW3 F T .  
.M?OD F T .  
ZMZP .0nm FT. 
SIIAlE 125.W00 
-13 - ' ' ' I I 1 L  I I 1  1 i I , L  I L I I L I I I  1 ,  
-16 -- 
















*las" " 4 " "  , , I .  
-. -- 
I I I I I  
- -3 - - 
I I I I  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MODULAT I ON EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 0.95 
I 
- -0 i 2 3 4 5 
E T A  P-MM Y - r n  POL?# REFERENCE IStEVATIBN -- - -  -- -- 
.OM3 .aM .OIX3 ffi.a30 S!!F . I 1 0 0  SD.FT. 
.ma .Om fO.OM3 ffi.0I30 LRV ,3750 FT. 
.M10 .OD0 60.W E 6 . m  eREC .3750 FT. 
,000 .OM IOO.OCM 65.m 
xm& .moo F-r. .OaoO Ff. 
ZM- .WW F T .  
5 0 s  125.0000 E R m T  
PAGE 159 
- - - - - - - - 
( BX1002 1 E A T  ARC 603/E04 P1 F4 C 
1 EX t 006 1 - OCAT ARC 603/6C4 ?X? F4 C 
i B X l O W  ! OCAT ARC 603604 £32 F4 C 
I BX1012 1 E A T  ARC G03/601 82 F4 C 
BETA P-MCO Y-l.iOD POJ/PF REFERENCE INGRMTIm 
.000 .Om .000 85.000 SREF l I W  SO.FT. 
.om .OW m . o n ~  8 s . m  LFEF .X'S FT,  
.COO .OD0 6O.OW 85.C00 WEF .37-=O F T .  
.OD0 .WO IW.OO0 86.000 XWP WZ .a0130 FT. 
.OD30 F T .  
M P  .ODOO F T  
~ L E  125.0000 F E ~ T  
PAGE 162 
M T A  YTSWSIX. ~ l E U ? A T I ~ D E S C R I P T I E ' J  E T A  P - a  Y-MCQ m/PF -& I w ~ T I ~  
I B X l ~ I  B E A T  ARC EOjn04 82 F4 C .000 .Ot10 -1330 86.m SXF . I f 0 0  SO.FT. [ BX1006 1 DCAT ARC 6 W - 0 4  B2 F4 C .OM3 ,003 40.W B6.m WS 3 5 0  F7. [8>(laO91 OChT N?C 603/604 92 F4 C .Do0 -000 ffl.M#3 86.000 tiREF .= FT. [ BX1012 3 D X T  ARC 603404 92 F4 C -000 .aW f00.oo0 66.on0 W .OlMO FT. Y H P  -0000 FT. 
ZtZzP .DOW FT. 
SCNE 1X.OMD PERan 
I I I I  
I- 








0 .C'.. -- 
U 
- -  
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MQDULAT ION EFFECT 
CFIMACH = 1.56 PAGE I61 
r 1 1  # I S  1 I . I  I I I I  I I 
I 
I 
I I l I  
* ~ 8 ~ ' ' ' " ' " '  
.I6 _ 
1 





0 .I0 - 
* 
DATA SET SYPBCa, CCW 1-T [UP* ESCRIPT IGN 
[ 6x1002 I UCAT ARC 603/604 82 f4 C 
t BXIOOB 1 OCAT ARC C03/6L14 92 F4 C 
(BX1009) OCAT A !  603/604 82 F4 C 
[ @XI012 1 OCAT ARC 603/W4 82 F4 t 
BETA P-HOD Y-MW WJ#F REFEREME lW(3RMhf I[3N 
.OM3 .000 .OW 66.000 SREF 1 1 0 0  SO-FT. 
.000 -000 40.000 86.000 LREF ,3750 FT.  
0 .#0 6O.OOO e$.OOO E F  .3750 FT.  
.COO .OD0 lOO.DClD 8o.ODO XMiP .OD00 FT. 
YMZT .mw Fr.  
ZWP FT.  
SCALE 1 2 5 . O W O  FXZCNi' 
t BX1002 1 E A T  A t  6D316M B2 F4 C 
[ BXlOa6 1 M T A  M T  hVAlLA6tE 
I EX1009 1 M T A  M T  A V A I L m E  
lBX10121 M T A  MYT A V A I L m E  
E T A  P-lrX] V - r n  m/: 7 T.3- tl5mTfm 
.OQO .m€l .om r;.wo r;-- , 1 1 0 0  m -- S13.Ff. 
.000 .OW 40.003 L,? ! ' I .Sd:iY FT. 
.ODD .OW a.CI30 E5.' D 1. ., .Ti3 FT. 
.m .OW 1#3.000 L3.L.2 X 2  .OD00 Ff. IW .moo FT. 
r 1 P  FT- 
' 7 t i E  !lei.- E R t B l  
YAW MBOULAT ION EFFECT 
lHlMACH = 2.20 PAGE 163 
DATA 5ET SVWDL C W l t L I R A T I C N  E S C R I P T I W  
[EX10021 OCAT AAC M3/604 82 F4 C 
[ BX1005 1 DATA NOT AVAlLABtE 
L BX1009 I DATA NOT AVAlLABLt 
L BX1012 1 DATA M T  AVAlLABLE 
E T A  P-FWD Y-naO FOJm REFERENCE ING3XAfIP1 
.OW .Om .OW 66.0GU SREF , 1100  50.Ff. 
.OI?O .ODD 40.000 86.000 LREF .3750 FT. 
.ODD 60.m 85.000 BREF -3750 FT.  
.DDO .m LM3.WO 86.m XMRP .0000 F T .  YmP .0000 FT. 
ZmP .DUO0 FT 
SCALE I2s.mno F E ~ T  
PAGE 164 
(aXIM35 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ BXIOOB I K A T  ARC W E 0 4  82 F4 C 
l BXlOil l E A T  ARC 6031604 82 F4 C 
CBX1015 1 ClCnT ARC 603E04 %2 F4 C 
BETA P-I.TJD Y-MW PDJ/PF E F G f ? K E  INmTIm 
- 
ANGLE 8F ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MUDULATI ON EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 165 
M T A  SET S W a L  C M I t U R A T l ~  QESCRIPTIm 
IBXIOOS 3 E A T  ARC ED3604 82 F4 C 
16XI008 I DCAT ARC E03/6D4 82 F4 C 
[ BXtOll l E A T  ARC 603/GU4 82 F4 C 
I BX1015 1 E A T  hfiC 603ra34 82 F4 C 
BETA Pm Y-MDD P O J R  m E  i f f m T I W  
.OM3 lOO.UW .OW3 BS.LMD giEF 1 1 0 0  S Q J T .  
fDO.W30 40.000 85.000 LREF -3350 FT. 
.00D 1DD.OW 60.W 86.000 WEF .3750 FT. 
.#D 100.000 1W.@OI1 E5.#0 XMiiP .OM30 F7. 
Y'lR? .orno FT. 
r . Z  -0000 FT. 
SCCLE l~ .onOo E m N T  
PAGE 166 
lQXIW51 QCAT ARC € 0 3 0 4  B2 F4 C [BX10031 ntnr ARC 60316M 82 f4  C 
[ BX1011 1 DChT ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
1 E410151 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
-- ~ 
.W30 tW.000 .OD0 B6,(XIO 5E-W .llm =.FT. 
,000 IW.000 40.000 8 6 . m  L R S  .3750 FT.  
.Om IOD.OD0 60.000 E,aM &EF .3ED Ff. 
.OW iW.WO l00.000 ES.OW XH& 
.CMM FT. 
.CIDOO FT. .. - .. - - - -
Zt-!fP .MXM FT 
SCALE I?S.[#3M3 P E ~ J T  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
YAY MQDULAT ION EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 167 
M T A  SET SWOL C W 1 W A T  ION OESCRlPT!(IN - 
(BX1005 1 B - E A T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C [ 8 X 1 0 0 8  I OCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C IBXIO11  1 UChT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C [ 8x1015 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
-- . - . 
.OW 100.000 .WD =.OD3 SREF I l W  SQ.FT. 
.ma 1~3.000 4 o . m  e6.uoo LREF .=so FT. 
.W0 1M3.OW 60.0130 85.000 EEF .mO FT. 
.DDO I00.000 IQO.OMI 86.Q00 X E P  .OMH3 FT. 
mpP .OMfO FT. 
i m p  .DC.OO FT. 
S C A E  I2S.WDO RRCNT 
DATA SET SM.80. C W  lGLQIATICN OESCRIPTlW 
[BX1W5 1 E A T  ARC 61]3i€Ul B2 F4 C 
[ EX1008 1 M A T  ARC M33/6M B2 F4 C 
I BXlOlt 1 DCAT A!X hRCVSU4 82 F4 C 
IEXlOlSl E A T  ARC 603/604 BZ F4 C 
E T A  P-K1D Y-FSCD W#f EERENCE lWM71(9P1 
.m IOO.WO ,ma 86.000 SRLF 1 1 0 0  M.FT.  
.#0 IW3.ODO 10.000 8 6 . W  FREF .3E0 FT. 
.UUO 100.000 6 0 . m  86.m BREF -3750 FT. 
.m tm.000 100.M30 E.OI)L3 rn -5300 FT.  
w=P .moo FT.  
Z1*2P .MMD FT. 
SCALE 125.0000 E K M T  
ANGLE OF ATTACK# ALPHA. DEGREES 
YAW MODULATION EFFECT 
CEIMACH = 1.10 PAGE 169 
DATA SET SYBOL COW I GLRAT I IIN EESCR I PT l ON 
t BXlOOS 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 02 F t  C 
t BXIOOB I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
LBXIOI I 1  M A T  ARC 603604 82 F4 C (BX1015 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-MGD Y-FCO WJmF REFERENCE ItS&WATIIJN 
.Om I~.(3CO .OM3 86.004 SREF 11W ' 3 - F T .  
-000 i00.000 40.000 G6.OOD LREF .375D FT . 
.OM 100.000 60.000 86.WO @REF ,3750 FT. 
.WO lW.000 100.000 86.OtO W .OM30 FT. 
mRP .DO00 FT. 
ZMRP .OM30 FT. 
SCALE 125.0000 MRtNT 
ANGLE QF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MBDULAT I OM EFFECT 
CFIMACH = 1.56 PAGE 170 
M T A  SET St- CWlGLRAT1W OESCRIPT I f3  
t 6 X l D S l  !XAT ARC SD3/604 82 F4 C 
( EXI(#58 1 UChT ARC 603/604 02 F4 C 
[ BXIOI I 1 DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
t BX1015 I E A T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
.Om 1 W . W  .00il 8G.000 SREF .I100 SOFT. 
-000 LM3.000 4 0 . m  B6.000 LREF .3750 FT. 
.[loo 100.000 60.000 36.m BREF .mO FT. 
.DCO 100.000 IOO.OD0 86.- 1O.Rp -0000 FT. 
m .mm FT. 
Z H W  .  FT. 
SCALE 125.0080 PERCNf 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
YAW HQDULATION EFFECT 
CGIWACH = 1.80 PAGE 171 
PAGE 172 
M T A  SET SYFrjOL CDNF 1 CLRAT I OTJ OESCR I PT I CN BETA P-MOD Y-t.rOD POJ/PF REFERENCE !WORMAT 
( WIG05 I !I OCAT ARC 603/6C4 82 F4 C .ODD IOO,M30 .D00 86.000 5REF .!la0 -.FT. [ BXIOOB 3 OChT ARC 603/k04 82 F4 C .ODD 1W.OW 4 O . m  %.OM3 LREF 37s- F T .  [ BXIOI  1 1 M A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .OD0 1M.OOD 60.ilU0 EG.CQO BAEF a 3 7 5 0  FT. [ BXIOIS 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .#0 IOO.M3I3 IM3.000 86.000 W .OD00 FT. 
Y E P  .OUoD FT. 
ZmZ? -0000 FT 
SCALE 125.0000 &T 





ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW MODULATION EFFECT 
rA1MArH = n . G d  
I I I  4 1 b 1  I t 4  
8----------- 
Z I I I  I 1 I  P I 1  l o - ' '  " I = 1 ) 1 1  
M T A  SET S m  f O N l W T 1 O ) U  ESP(IPTION 
,000 1w.M30 .mu 8ti.000 SREF IIDO SQ.fT. 
.M30 IMI.CJOO 4 D . m  e6.000 LIEF -3150 FT. 
.COD IW.OW W.OW 85.a BREf -3750 FT. 
.m 1w.m 1ao.000 =.am m ,0(330 FT. 
YM?P .4000 ff. 
ZmP .aGm FT* 
SCALE 125.M300 
M T A  SET SYPBDL C W l W A T I O M  MSCRIPTII2N 
-. . . . . - - - . - - - 
[BXlO*]  MAT AW 3~3/6(34 02 f 4  c 
IBXt008)  OCAT AFX 603/LjI34 B2 F4 C 
1 BXIOI 1 1 OCAT hRC 603/604 82 F4 C 
IBX IOIS I  E A T  ARC MY604 B2 F4 C 
E T A  P-t.rOD Y-KD3 P O J m  EFEAENCE I N W T  ll3N 
.om 100.000 .OD0 86.m SREF 11QO SQ.FT. 
.ODD 1~).000 40.000 ~ 6 . 0 ~ 3  LREF . r = o  FT. 
.on0 1 w . o ~  w.ono as.oao EF .3755 FT. 
,000 I R 3 . m  IOO.OW 86.000 XMRP w ."" ;: 
.O[UIO 
rnP -0000 FT. 
SCALE 125.00130 PEMMT 
PAGE I74 
DATA SET S m  tOhiFlGWATICIN DESCRIPTIQ% 
[ BX1005 I M A T  MZC 60-4 82 F4 C 
I BXlOljB I E A T  ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
I BXlOll 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 B2 f4 C 
I BXlOlSI MAI ARC 603/#4 82 F4 C 
-- . - - 
.wu 100.000 .am EG.m SET .IIDO 9.m.  
.Om 1OO.W 4 0 . m  =.GO9 LREF . E D  F T .  
.OIA3 IOO.OW 60.033 E.m.0 mEF .373 FT. 
.OM3 1OO.OOD lOD.M3D ES.MD Bs' .Caw FT. 
W .MHIO FT. 
ZfG? .Cnnm FT. 
SCALE 125.13000 FfR3Jl 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
YAW MtlDULAT I ON EFFECT 
ID IMACH = 1.00 PAGE 175 
M T A  SET SYMBOL tm 1 G S A T  I ON E S C R I F T  I DN E T A  P - m  
iBX10051 OCAl  ARC 603/603 82 F4 C 
I BX1008 I DCAT ARC 603604 B;7 F4 C 
[BXlOl I I O C h l  ARC 603604 82 F4 C 
t %I015 1 E A T  ARC 6U3/604 82 F4 C 
CRF 1 !00 SD.Ft. 
LREF .3750 F; . 
E F  .3750 FT. 
m . o m  FT. 
YMZP FT. 
BW .OODD FT 
VALE 1 2 S . O E D  &CNf 
( BXIIXI3 I DCAT MX 6036CM 82 F4 C (EXtOOBl E A T  ARC 603/Ea4 32 F4 C 
(EKIOI I 1 E A T  ARC 603654 82 F4 C 
1 BXIOIS 1 OCAT ARC UJ3/EU4 82 N C 
E T A  P-tm Y-PIED PQJm EFEEhEE f r 6 S M f  ICnd 
-000 1ljo.OaD .w f5.m sm 1 iM3 9.n. 
.000 Io0.W 40.DOD E6.m L F m  .F6 F T *  
.aw 1 0 0 . ~ 1 0  6u.am E G . ~  EBS .T=D FT. 
.m 100.0m 100.000 85.m XFQZP ,[#ZDD FT. WiP .m FT. 
PssP .00[30 F T  
SCALE 125.aaM1 d 
PAGE 179 
cex~oos I M=~ST ARC 6 0 ~ 6 0 4  02 ~4 c 
[ BXla09 1 OCAT ARC 603/6C4 B2 F4 C 
[ BXIDI I I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
I BXlOlS I DChT ARC ED3604 82 F4 C 
.mi3 IOO*M1Q .om Es.000 SRW .t1m sQ.Tf. 
.ODD I O D . t W  4O.ODD 66.000 LkEf FT.  
.OW IW.100 ED.ODD 88.WD EiEF - 0  FT. 
.W 100.000 ICD.000 85.000 XkRP .am3 R. 
vz.wP .WED FT. 3-m .CEDIJ FT. 
SCAlE 125.CCQ0 PEiKNT 
PAGE 178 
DATA SET Svt"8(2 C B ' F E L R A T t O N  DESCRlPTllN 
IBXIOO51 OCAT 60Wd34 82 Ft C 
[RXID081 OCAT ARC: 60WW B2 F4 C 
IBXlOll 1 K A T  ARL 613.GU4 02 F4 C 
IBXlOlS I E A T  ARC 603/6M 82 F4 C 
E T A  P-HID Y-E.MO PiW/PF REFEREKE I R F m T I @ d  
.M30 lW.[3W ,000 gG.033 SEF . I  1 0 0  SQ.FT. 
.000 IOO.OM1 10.000 ffi.OM3 lREF ,3750 FT, 
.ODO 1W.G00 W.ODO 8 6 . m  BREF . 3T9  PT. 
.ODO IOO.OO0 100.000 86 .W XMZP W .CCfCa CT. 
.OQOO FT.  
m .0000 FT. 
SCALE 125-0000 PEiXMT 
PAGE 179 
M T A  SET SYP8DL CCM IGURAT lCN DESCRIPTION 
[ BXIODS I M A T  ARS 603/504 82 F4 C 
[ 8x1008 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[BXlOI  I I OCAT ARC GOY604 82 F4 C 
[ BXlDIS I OthT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-MOD Y-MDO POJ/f f  REFEREhCE tNDRMATlCI I  
,000 100.000 .000 e6.MO SREF . I  100 yJ.FT. 
,000 IOC.M30 40.00D 86.0W LFiEF .3E0 FT.  
.000 1W.OCO 60.000 86.000 BFIEF ,3750 FT. 
.wo Im.am IW.OOO e6.000 w .WOO FT. 
Y m  . n m  FT. .,--. 
2 ' m P  .OD00 FT. 
S t U E  125.0000 E K N T  
YAW MBnllkAT I BN EFFECT 
T D ~ W A ~ U  = n an PAGE 180 
[ BXlUJ5 1 E A T  AUC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C (WlWBI M A T  M C  503&04 82 F3 C (BXIDI I I OCAT A X  603/604 82 F4 C 
t BXlOI5 1 DtAT ARC 6031604 32 F4 C 
BETA ?-MY3 Y - r n  P!3J/PF R E E E M X  lhF-7 lCPl 
-000 100.alJD .OM3 86.0M3 SREF .IIW SGI-FT. 
.000 IM3.OCO 4 O . m  8S.DCY3 LREF .3750 TT. 
.M30 10a.OM3 60.000 86.W ESEF ,3750 FT. 
.ow 1 0 0 . ~ ~ 3  tm.m =.ax, W.AP .IX#Y3 FT. 
Y W  .MX30 FT. 
Z H W  .OMX3 FT. 
SCALE 125.mo PEW;NT 
PITCHlNG MBHEMT CUEFFICIENTW CLH 
YAY MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 0.95 
DATA SET SYEt90L C M I t U R A T l O h l  OESCRlPTION 
( 0x1005 I OCAT A!?C 6031604 82 F4 C 
1 BX1008 1 RCAT ARC 6031602 B2 F4 C [BXlOI l I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
t BX1015 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-HOU Y - W  POJ/PF REFEREKE I ~ ~ T I ~  
,000 100.000 .OM3 86.030 SREf . I 1 0 0  SD.FT. 
.OR0 1m.m 40.000 %.ODD LREC .3750 FT . 
.000 IW.WO 60.ODO 86.000 BREF .37fD FT. 
. O M  100.000 100.000 e6.000 W . m O  FT. 
YMP .OW0 F T *  
r n P  .a00  FT. 
SCALE 125.0[#ID FERWT 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
YAW MBDULAT ION EFFECT 
rn7MArM = t nn PAGE 182 
M T A  SET SY- CBFIQf#tT1[5N CESCRIPTIIN 
I BXIOOS I E A T  ARC 603/834 82 F4 C [E3X10081 E A T  ARC 60U60.I B2 F4 C 
iBXIO1I I E A T  ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  B2 F4 C 
IBX1015 3 QCAT ARC 603/6134 02 F4 C 
tETA P-MjTl Y-I1CO FW/W REF- IW[lfZI.IATION 
.OQO 1~0.000 ,000 86.000 SREF . I I W  m.n. 
.MX3 100.000 40.M3P 66.000 LIEF .Jf50 FT. 
.[3M 100.1300 GO.000 86.m WCF . T 5  FT.  
.OW3 100.000 IW.ODO 8G.W XPGP ax0 Ff. 
Y W  -0000 Ff. 
D.I;zp FT 
sCKE 125.m PEfiCNT 
YAY MOOULAT I BN EFFECT 
IEIMACH = 1.10 PAGE 183 
DATA SET S- CN IGLIRAT ICJ E S C R I P T l  W - . .. - - . -- 
[ BXIODS I IXAT ARC 6031604 E.2 F4 C 
t BXIOOB I M A T  A R t  5031604 62 f4 C 
1 BXIOI I I DCAT ARC 6 0 W 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
1 BXi015 1 E A T  ARC #3/504 82 F4 C 
BETA P-HOD Y-nOO W / P F  REFEREMtE INORHAT ION -- ~~ 
.OW 1M3.OGU .OD0 86.0M3 SREF I I W  SO.FT. 
.ROO 1co.000 4o.000 ~ 6 . 0 ~ )  LREF .nso FT. 
.000 l00.00D 60.000 e6.000 6EEF -3750 FT. 
.om ID0.000 1m.m BS.m XMRP .OM30 F T .  
Y H W  .UUOD FT. 
am=  am FT. 
SCALE 125.0000 P E m T  
PAGE 184 
MTA SET SYtSCL CBPIGLRATI0% ESCRIPTIIYJ 
(BX1005 I E A T  ARI: 60XM 62 F4 C [BXIOClsl OCAT ARC 603/6D4 82 F4 C 
tBX1011 I GCAT MK 603604 82 F4 C 
[ EXiOlS 1 E A T  ARC BO3/604 62 F4 C 
E T A  P-M50 Y - r M  W/PF IFGmTjm 
.m IW.WO .OW S.WC SREF .1100 SQ.FT. 
.00D 100.000 40.000 e6.m LREF -31513 FT.  
.000 100.M30 60.m 86.m 8REF .3750 FT. 
.COD 1D3.W IM.O[X3 S.030 .ow0 FT. 
.- FT. - 
2lm= .- FT. 
KALE 1z3.MOo P E W T  
PAGE 185 
DATA SET CONFIGLRAT1ON DESCRIPTION 
[BX10051 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C [BXIOOS I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[BXlOlI 1 E A T  hRC 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ EX1015 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
E T A  P-M)[3 Y-M[;O POJ/PF R E F E W  I N m T l W  
.ODD 100.000 .OD3 G . O W 3  SRf% 1100 SIJ.FT. 
.WO 100.000 40.000 86.000 LREF .37% FT. 
-000 IDO.000 60.000 86.000 8REF .3750 FT. 
.M30 100.WO 100.000 85.000 MBP .ODW FT. 
YMRF .OM30 FT.  
rn .0000 FT. 
SCAlE IZS.UOE0 ERCNT 
- 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
YAW MBDULAT ION EFFECT 
rA l M A r M  = n Ed PAGE 186 
M T A  SET S m  C O W I ( 3 L R n T I ~  DESCRlPflON E T A  P-MOO Y - K K l  FRI/PF E F E E M E  IWEf'fATI(SJ 
.000 100~000 .OM3 86.W S E F  I :M1 SO-FT. 
.WD IW.000 4 0 . m  %.COO LREC .=SO 
.m 1ao.0~3 ~ 0 . ~ 3 0  eij.m EREF 3755 
. a 0  lW.O# fM3.000 ES.W30 XHP .C000 FT. 
Y W  .ow0 FT. 
fiSiP .00(313 FT 
SCALE I Z 5 . O r n  PEFi[INT 
PAGE 187 
M T A  SET S Y m  C W I W R A T l O N  QESCRIPTIlW BETA P-HM3 Y-HCO POJ/PF REFEREKE I f f m T I I F I  
[ EX1005 I ! DCAT 603/604 82 F4 C .MO 1UO.000 .OW %.Om Ss .I100 50.FT. [ BXlODB 1 K A T  ARC GOY604 82 f4 C .GGU lOO.O# 4O.WD e6 .W LREF ,3750 FT.  I BXIOI 1 1 IJCAT ARC SOW604 B2 F4 C ,000 IM3,DOO 60.DOP e5.000 E F  .375U FT. I BXlOlS 1 OCAT ARC 603/s04 82 F4 C .OW 1~3.0~0 l 0.000 86.000 w .00W FT. 
Y W  .Ow0 F T .  
m .moo FT 
SCNE 125.CWD &cNT 
.18 -- ' I I  I I I I  1 I I I  I 1 1 1  I l l 1  b 1 5  , 1 1 1  1 I 1  * ' "  
-16 -1 



























ANGLE BF ATTACK0 ALPHA# DEGREES 
YAW WODULAT 16N EFFECT 
. - P + L ~ . P I I  - n nc PAGF 1 FIR 
PAGE 189 
DATA SET CWIGURATION ESCRIPTION - . - 
1 EX1005 I DCAT ARC 603Jfi04 82 F4 C 
[ BXIOOB 1 E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C [ B X I O I I  I DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C 
~ B X I O ~ S I  DCAT ARC 6031604 82 F4 C 
BETA P-??ED Y-raO FOJm RE-E INORMATIW 
.m IM3.0DD .OW &.OW S F  1 1 0 0  SD.FT. 
.WO IOD.OOD 40.000 f3.000 LREF ,3750 FT. 
.W3 100 COO 60 .ODD e5.000 &sF .3750 FT. 




m . O m  FT.  
SC~LE 125.aa00 EWNT 
PAGE 190 
DATA SET SYi'BOF M l M A T  ION DESCRIPT IMU BETA P-MOD Y-PI10 PIMAT RFOTm RE  TI^ 
.m ~ m . m  .am s.000 SEF r r p ~  m.n. 
.ODC 100.ODO 40.000 E.000 L m  .3730 F T .  
.DOO IOD.000 60.W 6G.000 SREF .3755 FT. 
.m I0D.m 1w.m &.DM3 Xx- .cam FT. 
yE.1RT .M3(30 FT* 
rn *mm FT. 
KALE 125.0m PERINT 
PAGE 191 
M T A  SET SYWR tCWlGURAT1QN OESCRIPTlW 
[ EX1005 I DCAT N?C 603/604 82 F4 C 
[ BXIOOB I E A T  60-4 82 F4 C 
( BXIOI I DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F4 C (BX1015 1 OChT MZC 603/604 82 F4 C 
BETA P - W  Y - r n  P P J R  1ffmTIm 
.m IW.000 .OM3 86.m SREF I t 0 0  so.-. 
.WD IOO.mD 40.000 8 6 . m  LREF . E D  FT. 
.UW IOD.DGU 60,OW 8 B . m  BREF . 3 A O  FT. 
.WO 100.000 IOO.ONl 8G.000 XrS!P .D000 PT. 
mRP .OD# FT. 
D . l f f p  .OWO FT 
SCALE 125.0000 F ~ ~ C N S  

DATA SET SYMBOL C M I G L a l A T l O N  DESCRlPTIaN 
C 0x1019 I O U T  ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
I SXlOZO 1 fl E A T  AFX 603/601 82 P l  C 
BETA P-MX Y - W  FW/PF EEFEREMSE IN-TIW 
.000 .DW .OD0 IM.OM3 SREF I100 9 . F T .  
.OW 100.31?0 .ODD I30.000 LREF .3750 FT. EREF -3750 F T .  
XMRF .0000 F T .  
YMiiP . U W O  FT.  
ZF?RP .WOO FT. 
SCALE 125.ODW PERCNT 
PAGE 194 
M T A  K T  CCMIQRATI(BJ ESCRlPf I t 3 4  
t 8)(1019 I CCAT ARC 603/WJ 82 F4 f .000 .01#3 .000 130.DMI S E F  .JIM SO.FT. 
.OD0 100.000 .OQO 130.000 LREF -3750 FT. 
mEF .3750 FT. 
nRP .M300 FT. 
Y w P  .00[30 F T .  
rn .mOO FT. 
SKNE 125.0047 F€ROJT 
ANGLE tiF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
PITCH MODULATION EFFECT AT INCREASE0 PRESSURE RATIO tPBJ/PF = 1301 
ICIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 195 
M T A  SET SYMBQ!.. C O N I G U R A T I W  OESCRIPTICJBI 
[ BX1019 I E A T  ARC 603/604 L32 F4 C 
I ax 1020 1 8 EAT ARC ~m/=m BZ ~4 c 
BETA P - m  Y - m  POJ# m E m  1 ~ ~ T t r n  - - 
.Do0 .O(M .COO 130.1300 SREF 1 1 1 3 0  YJ.FT. 
.m 1m.000 .m 1~13.uno LREF -375~ CT. ETEF .3750 FT. 
m .OCOO FT. 
w ,0000 F f .  
ZmP .OD33 FT. 




& . I  100 SO-FT. 
LREF .37=5 FT . 
BREF .3750 FT. 
XHRP -0000 FT. 
WRP .OQW FT. 
m .WOD Ff. 
SCLE I25.MIM3 PERCM 
M T A  SET S W C L  CWIGURATlIZN OESCRlPTl@N 
(3X10191 OCAT hRC 603/604 82 F4 C 
LBXlO201 8 E A T  ARC 60316M 32 F I  C 
BETA P-NOD U-MW) POJ/PF REF- I N m T I W  
.WO .OM3 .000 130.OM3 92EF . f  lDO YJ.FT. 
.OM3 1W.W .M3D 130.000 LR3 .3750 FT . 
BREF .-so F T .  
XmP . O W  FT. 
wtw . O m  FT. 
m . m a  FT. 
StALE 1K.OWO PERCM 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
PITCH MODULATION EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RAT 113 tPBJ/PF = 1301 
TPlMACU = 1 Qf7 PAGE 198 
BETA +HOD Y - W  wJmF REF- I W W A T I O N  -- ~ - - 
.ooO .RW .f%l 13n.ooO SEF .llm aJ.FT. 
.OOD 1M3.000 .000 133.D00 LRW .37M FT- EW F T .  
XmP .OMM FT. 
Y t a P  . W O  F T .  
m .moo FT. 
! X a E  125.00W3 P E m T  
DATA SET -DL C W  IQIRAT ICN UESCRl PT !W 
I BXI019 1 DCAT ARC 6 0 3 6 0 4  82 F4 C 
( EX1020 1 8 DCAT ARE 603/6M 82 FI C 
BETA P-HOD Y-??DD PDJ/Pf REFEE- l N m T 1 0 N  
-- 
.COO .oOO -000 I 3O. tm S R z  .11M3 SO.FT. 
.UW 100.000 .000 130.000 LFKF .3E0 FT.  
6UEF -3750 f T .  
XmP .WOD FT. 
yI.xp . O m  FT.  
ZMfiP .WOD FT. 
SCALE 125.OM10 PEWW 
DATA SET SWS[5L CUWlGI.RATIl3l OEStRlPTIIZlr 
tBXIU191 M A T  ARC BD3/6W 87 F4 C 
I BXIO~O 1 6 DCAT h~ ~ g l u 6 0 4  82 FI  c 
BETA P-tCQ Y - K p  F&f# REFERE= IWl3RnnTlaM 
- - 
.000 .M10 .M1013O.OM1 SREF I I W  SO.FT. 
-000 100.000 .OX 130.000 LREF . X E D  FT. 
&REF .3750 F7. 
XMZP .W3m FT. 
YHW .WOO n. 
ZrlRP .m rr scw 12S.ooao poiCWT 
DATA SETSYrnD! C O N F l ~ T l O N  DESCRIPTI(3N 
( B X I O I 9  1 OCAT ARC SDWS04 62 F4 C 
( B X I O ~ O  1 8 OCAT ARC m u ~ m  ~2 FI  c 
BETA P-MDD Y-H3D W/PF REFERENCE I W m Y I C N  






SCALE I2S.DOOO FGCNT 
ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
PITCH MODULATION EFFECT AT INCREASE'] PRESSURE RATIO [POJ/PF = 1301 
DATA S T 5 5 7 . 8 0 .  CWlELn%flW TrWIPTIW 
t BXlQl5 I D3.T ARC W E ( 3 4  82 F4 C 
tmIozo1 8 r n T N e - o +  
BETA P-MW Y-rDD PW# aFERRJCE IN-f lQ3 
.#30 .000 .MO 1 3 0 . ~  SW .IIm 9 . F T .  
.000 t00.050 .1300 1 3 . M M  LREF -3755 FT. &PEF .- FT. 
W .tOM) FT. 
w .#w F f .  
ZmP .am ff. 




















ANGLE OF _ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
PITCH MODULATION EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RATIO [POJ/PF = 1301 
CSIMACH = 1.56 PAGE 203 
DATA SET SYHEOL CONFlGURhTfION OESCRIPTIQN 
(BX1019 1 OCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F4 C 
L BXlDXI  I a DCAT ARC 603/EDI B2 F I  C 
BETA P-M3D Y-MOD POJ/PF REFERENfE INmf tB'4 
,000 .OM) .WD IJ?3.M30 SRP 1 1 M 3  SD.FT. 
.mo 1m.00r .m I M . O ~  LREF -3'50 FT. 
BEEF .FA FT. 
xrap .moo rr .  
Y E W  .WDD FT. 
Z W P  .WDU FT. 
StALE 125.00[30 PERtFFT 
EETA P - W  Y-MOD FDJmF I-TION 
.COO .OR0 1W.CKfO tX.aA3 SRET .1IM 50.m. 
.MiO 1 W . m  I00.m l3.m LREF .3750 FT. 
ma= . E D  FT. 
xt3aP .- FT. 
YmP .OM30 FT. 
LW .0000 FT. 
SChLf 1 ~ . 0 0 0 0  Pama 
ANGLE 8F ATTACK* ALPHA, OEGREES 
YAW MODULATION EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RhTI(1 t POJ/PF = 1301 
IA IMACH = 0.64 PAGE 205 
M T A  SET S W O L  COP$IGURATIDN DESCRIPTlt2N 
( BX1022 I M A T  ARC 603/603 62 F4 C 
L BX1023 1 0 DCAT ARC 603/6D4 B2 F4 C 
-- . - - 
.OM3 .OOO 109.000 130.000 SREC - 1 1 0 0  SO-FT. 
.cm IDO.000 JM3.000 13ll.0013 LREF .3750 FT.  6REF .3750 FT. 
m . a m  FT. 
vmp .onno FT. 
ZmP .a000 FY. 
SCALE 125.0000 PEKNT 
M T A  SET SY- C W l G U R A T l W  OESCRIPTfWd 
1 RX1022 1 E A T  ARC 603/6(34 02 F4 C 
1BX10331 a DCAibRC60W6D4 W F I C  
BETA P-l.l?O Y-rOO FOJJW m E  IwmTfm 
.m .m tm.m ~ w . m  SF I tm SQ.FT. 
.000 ltO.OM3 lW.000 130.W LREF .3750 Tt. BREF -3750 FT. 
XPRP .a3W F T .  
W# .UmO FT. 
iMrP .OOM FT. SCNE 125.m PERPCT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW M(30ULW ION EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RAT I0 tPOJ/PF = 1301 
CCIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 207 
MTA SETS- CCWlGLIRATION DESCRIPTIW E T A  P-TOO Y - K a  POJ# m S  IMmTI[PS 
[ BX1022 1 M A T  ARC 603/604 82 F4 C .WO .GOD 100.Q00 130.000 gZEF . i lW 93.Ff. 
(EX1023 1 8 O U T  N I C  603IW-4 82 F4 C .OM3 100.000 IM3.000 1 3 O . W  LREF E .3750 FT. 
-3750 FT. 
lQCRP .aOW FT. 
mRP .- FT. 
rn .moo FT 
sVlLE 125.00m PEFiPCT 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
YAM MODULATION EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RATIO [POJ/PF = 1301 
TAIMAPU = n c n  PAGF 7fl8 
E T A  P - m  Y - m  FOJm EFwEKE IffmT1m 
.m .3M] IOO.WO 130.m ggF . I I D O  =.ST. 
.m laJ.000 IW.ODO 130.000 tFZa .mo Fi. EREF .B FT. 
XE= .= FT, 
Y W  .a3M3 FT. 
m .m FT. 
SCAtE 125.00W m 
M T A  SET SYHEOL CDhFIGURATIaN 13ESCRIPTIOhl 
[ 9x1022 1 OCAT ARC 6D3/ED4 82 F4 C 
I BX1023 1 6 D t A l  ARC 6W6M BZ FI C 
BETA P-fflD Y-MY3 POJflF REFERENCE INDRMAT!W 
.Mn .000 IM.OM3 IM.IMD SREF .IIW SO.FT. 
.000 tCU.lffY3 IM3.000 130.000 LREF B  .3750 = 
FT. 
XFSP .MDO R. 
Y W  .WW FT. i!m' .DODO FT.  
SCALE 125.OCW3 PEIKNT 
ANGLE UF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
YAW FlOOULATI(3N EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RATIO (PBJ/PF = 1301 
r f 1 M A c ~  = 1.80 PAGE 210 
M T A  SET SWtSC C W I U A T I L F I  DESCRIPTIC% 
t 8x1022 I K A T  ARC GO3/604 82 F4 C 
I B X I ~ ~ I  8 EAT m ~ m , m  s2 FI c .000 .QW 1M.W 130.m SXF IIQO SO-FT. .MU3 1DC.W IM3.MY3 130.000 L E F  .- FT. SEF .FS FT. 
XmP -0000 FT. 
YHw .M300 FT. frRP .OOW FT 
sCAsE 125.OC00 P E k M  
-1.0 
PITCHING MOMENT CBEFFICIENTr CLM 
YAW MBDULATIBM EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RATIB IPBJ/PF = 1301 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 21 1 
eETh P-m r - m  W J ~  EFEfEK£ I f f m T l Q \ 1  
.000 .m IOO.MX3 130.000 w . t I# fO.FT. 
.[300 I00.W 1W.W 13D.WO LREF .3750 FT. Bcza .3790 FT. 
XPlWI .m FT. 
mRP .M#JD FT. 
aaP .OMlc FT. 
SCALE 1X.OCIDU PERCNT 
DATA SET SYS3.X CfPFIGLRAfI~ ESCRIPTION 
[ BX1022 I M A T  Mn: 603fGU4 82 F4 C 
CBX1023) 0 O C A T N I C B U / E U 4  8 2 F I C  
E T A  P m  Y-HOO PIW/PF I w m T I m  
.a30 .m 1m.000 130.m SREF .I100 SO.fT. 
.033 t00.000 100.OM1 130.OW LREF .Fa FT. BkEF . m o  FT. 
rn .O#o ft. 
W .OODO FT. 
2'MW .DOM3 Ff 
SCALE 1 2 5 . m  h 
PIfCHrNG MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
YAW MODULATlON EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RATID [PflJ/PF = 1301 
ECIMACH = 1.80 PAGE 213 
- M T A  SET S W C L  C O N  I m A Y  ION E S C R l P T l  ON 
t BXI022 I E A T  ARC 603/6D4 82 F4 C 
I EX10231 fl  DCliT AFX MU604 82 FI C 
BETA P - W  Y-m30 pcJ/PF REFEREM:€ ]WEMAPIIN 
-000 .OW 1M.m I 3 D . W  SREF 11130 SQ.FT. 
.DO0 1W.W 1m.m 1w.W LREF ,3750 FT. BREF .a50 ff. 
XEazP .moo FT. 
w .  FT. 
ZmzP .0000 CT 
m E  lz5.rnW P E ~ T  
DATA SET SBDL. CMIGLbUITIW MSCRlPlllZN BETA P-HM] Y - k W  POJmF 1 m T I L N  
[ EX1022 I E A T  M?S W m 4  92 F4 C .OW3 .0130 IDO.MM t30.000 SREF . I 1 0 0  SGI.f'I. 
.M30 100.000 100.000 13P.CEU LREF .3750 FT. 
BFiEF .XED FT. 
XKF .Mx30 FT* 
YHW .CDDO Ff- 
ZMW .c000 F T  









I- E .I2 
n 
U 
















ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
YAW MBDULATION EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RATID tPOJ/PF 1303 
CBIMACH = 1.56 PAGE 215 
BETA P-mD Y-HM] Pdf/PF IsmTIm M T A  SET SmBOL CONFlGLdZATIUN MSCRIPT ION 
[ 8x1022 1 OChT ARC 503/604 B2 F4 C 
( BX1023 1 fl OCAT ARC SO31601 L12 F4 F .OW -000 IOO.OM3 130.000 SREF I IQO 43.n. .000 tM.000 IOD.OO0 130.000 LREF ,3750 FT. 
EREF .3755 FT. 
XPEP .0000 FT. 
YmP ,0000 FT. 
.aam FT. 
%ALE 125.0000 P E W  
YAW MODULATION EFFECT AT INCREASED PRESSURE RATIO (POJ/PF = 1301 
r r - r - i l r r  e - 7 nn PAGE 216 
I I I L 
ANGLE BF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
1 1 1  & l I I  1. I I I I I 1  I 1 I 1  
-- 
I l l  L L , L  1 1 1 1  
- 
SWCE tM3-I P M T R I C  VALUES 
0 .63G E T A  .Coo 
D .800 
0 3 4 8  
A -999 
PAGE 217 
DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F5 C CAX10303 
S Y ~ I A  MCH PILT~WTR I c VALES 




SREF .11M3 SQ ,FT . 
LREF -3750 FT . 
RREF .3750 FT . 
m w  .om0 FT. 
W .OM30 FT . 
W .OaoO FT 
SCALE 125.M300 P E k  
MACH NUMBER EFFECT - CONFIGURATION B2 F5 C 
PAGE 218 
PAGE 219 
DCAT ARC 603/604 02 F5 C CAX10301 
S Y ~ =  M&CH PARAtETRl t VALUES 




SREF - 1  100 5Q.FT. 
LREF -3750 FT . 
BREF -3750 FT . 
X m P  . M O O  FT. 
W .M?OO FT. 
ZmP .00M3 FT 
SCALE 125.0000 PEkW 
M T A  5Ef SY- C D N  IGURATION MmlPf  ION BETA P-naD Y - r n  W/FF E F E E K E  I N m T I C N  
.m .m .m Es.m S E F  I l r n  sQ.FI* 
,000 aO.M30 .OM3 E.W Es 3'50 FT. 
,000 100.000 .m B6.m - XHP 5 FT. 
.= FT. 
WEP .MOO FT. 
ZPRP .OXCl FT. 
SChLE 125.0000 FERcm 
PAGE 221 
DATA SET SYH33L tDNffGURATl(3N DESCRIPTION 
E A T  ARC 803604 82 F5 C 
1 EX1026 I E A T  ARC 603604 02 FS C 
.OW .WD .000 E6.m SREF 1 1 0 0  SQ.FT. 
.UU0 10.000 .OW 66.000 LREF 3750 FT. 
.OD0 100.13(30 .W30 86.000 8REC 3755 FT. 
XmP .0000 FT. 
Y W  ,0000 Ff. 
m .OD# FT. 
SCALE 125.0000 P E W T  
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
PITCH MUDULATIBN EFFECT 
f R l M A r H  = 0.95 PAGE 222 
BETA P-NQ Y-WXI WJ/PF REF- INFSHATIW 
.WO .OM3 .OM3 66.000 SREF .I 100 S0.F-r. 
.E l3  40.000 .OM3 86.000 LfW .37% FT. 
.Coo IOO.OOD .[3M3 66.m BREF ,5750 FT. 
m?P .0000 FT. 
M48 .G000 FT. 
2 m P  .cam Ff. 










u w .2 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
PI TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 1.00 PAGE 223 
DATA SET SYMBOL CRWILjLIRATIGN DESCRIPTION 
l a 1 0 2 4  1 
t B X I O 2 5 1  
E A T  ARC 603/604 82 FS C 
DCAT ARC 603/604 82 F5 C 
[ ex1026 1 OCAT ARC 603604 82 75 C 
BETA F-HCU Y-MX3 POJlPF REFEREKE I N m T I [ Z " I  
.Om .OM3 .GOO 8 6 . m  SREF 1 1 0 0  SO.FT. 
.OW 40.1300 .Do0 EB.lW3 LREF .3750 FT. 
.OW 1 0 o . a ~  .am s.0~~ BRW XMZP . m o  FT.  
.  FT. 
Y W  .0090 FT. 
m .OW)(3 ff. 
SCALE 125.0WD KRCNT 
- 
ANGLE 6F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
r % ~ r r r o r  - n r d  PAGE 224 
M T A  SETS= C W l a A T I W a E K R l P T l O N  BETA P-H53 Y-MlD POJ/PF REF- I M W f  l(ltu 
.m .m .oou BEi.000 SLF . I  1 0 0  SO.FT. 
,003 30.000 .OM3 f26.m am 5;: 
.OM] 1m.m .m e6.m erzEF 3750 
mFP .m fl. 
W W  .aX30 FT. 
2HW .0a#3 FI 
sc >LE 12s .m P a b ~  
PAGE 225 
DATA SET SYHBk CDWIGWRATION CCZSCRIPTION 
18x1024 3 E A T  ARC h03/604 82 f5 C 
I BX1025 I OChT ARC SOW604 B2 F5  C 
[ BX10251 0chT ARC 60WG0.4 02 F5 C 
BETA P - r n  Y-PXi[3 F W P F  REFEREKE i W ~ T l @ %  
.WO .MM .000 86.000 S F  .I100 S0.FT. 
.COO 40.000 .WO 5.OW LREF .3750 FT. 




YMRP .WW FT. 
ZMRP ,0000 FT. 
SCAlE IZS.0000 P E m  
DATA SET SYWCL CWlELRAfl[ lV DESfRlPTlON 
(BX1024 J E A T  ARC 603/MH 02 F5 C ( B X I O K )  E A T  ARC 6 0 X O 4  B 2 F 5 C  
L MI026 1 OCAT ARC 6031604 82 FS C 
.om .m .am 6S.m SREf . f  1 0 0  SO.FT. 
.OW 40.000 .131#3 e 6 . m  LREF .3750 Ff. 
.000 100.WX3 .M30 86.0[X3 S'EF .3750 fT. 
% .0u30 FT. .000;1 FT.  
ZWP .moo Ff. 
s3l.E I2s.MLW E m  
-1 -0 
PITCHING MBMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
P I  TCH MODULATION EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0,64 PAGE 227 
DATA K T  S M D L  CONFIGLIRATION DESCRIPTION 
18XIU24 I K A T  ARC 603604 82 FS C 
18X1025 I M A T  ARC EO3/604 E2 FS C 
1 BX1026 I O U T  A s t  603/504 82 F 5  C 
BETA P - r n  Y-fG0 REFERENCE I F f m T I O J  
.aM .OD0 .000 86.m S E F  . I I M 3  SIJ.FT. 
.M;O 413.000 .OOD 36.000 LREF .J150 FT. 
.wo loo.am .om a6.ooo EF .3%0 FT. XraP .GmG F-r. 
Y r n  .Yxd FT. 
FllRP .an0 FT. 
SClVE 12S.M300 F€m 
PAGE 228 
M T A  S T  SYEIBOL CWSlGURATlGN mfRlPTlm BETA P-M3D Y - r n  P a J M  fhF= I S a T I m  
.cm .ooD .OD0 e6.m SREF .I IDil 93.n. 
.OM3 40.000 .a30 86.m LREF .373 FT. 
. M O  100.000 .@Go B 6 . a  Em XP -3750 FT. 
.[3MO R. 
Y m P  .OM30 FT. 
ZHt?P .WOO FT. 
SCALE 125.I30M PERXf 
PAGE 229 
DATA SET S'fMRDL C W  1WRATI W C+:5CRI PT ION E T A  P-MBlJ Y-HCU PI*I/PF R E F E W  I N m T I O N  
.OM3 .000 .PW 86.CDO SEF I l D 3  g.FT. 
.OM3 40.000 ,000 66.O00 LREF .37= FT. 
.000 100.0D0 .OD0 B6.WD BREF XMRP
.3750 FT. 
-0000 FT. 
YrW .OD00 FT. 
ZmP . O m  FT 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPWAs DEGREES 
P 1 TCH MBDUL AT ION EFFECT 
- . ....A,, n r - 4  PAGE 230 
M T A  SET SYH3X CCSIGvRhTIC?d DE'5CRIPTION BETA P-nM Y - W  F!EfEFEKE I P F m T I C H  
ANGLE QF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PI TCH MBDULAT I ON E f  FECT 
CBIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 231 
PAGE 232 
.CUE .a30 IW.CM) 8 6 . m  S F  I I D 3  =ST.  
,000 40.000 IW3.tXO E6.m LIEF .3750 FT. 
.M30 1M.m ID0.W 86.000 EREF ,373 FT. 
XPE? .00[30 FT.  
W .OOM FT. 
.Mia3 FT. 
B E  rz5.0j00 - 

(8x1027 1 C U T  AR(: 603fi04 82 FS C 
( OX1023 1 M A T  frRt 60Y604 82 F5 C 
E T A  P-PC0 V-m FOJmF AEF- tffmf !@d
.OW -000 tm.oco e ~ . ~ 3 0  SEF .llCO SO.F?. 
.000 40.OM3 IOO-ODO %.OW LREf .3TS CT. 
.JM 1OD.W IDO.WO 86.W eREF -3750 FT. 
EE .- 0000 FT.  
rn .00M3 FT 
SCALE 125.- * 
PI TCH MODULAT l ON EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 1.00 PAGE 235 
M T A  SET SYf f i ( a  C W l G L m A T I ( M  LTSCRIPTlON 
t BX1027 I E A T  ARC 603/604 82 F5 C 
CBXt0281 DCAT hRC 603/604 02 Fz C 
C 81CIOZ9 I E A T  ARC G03/604 82 FS C 
E T A  P - r n  Y-PD3 Plkf/BF B F E E M E  I h F ~ T I ~  
.OM3 -000 100.000 86.m SREF . I  100 SD.FT. 
.OD0 40.000 IW.OW E.000 LREF .3750 FT.  
,000 1W.OW 1OO.OW 86.000 EREF .3m FT. 
XmP .Urn0 FT. 
m? .OD00 FT. 
ZmP .00110 F T .  
SCALE 125.GUDO Ern1 
PAGE 236 
DATA SET SYI.B(3L CCNIGUZATIW OESCRIPTIE4 
.MXI .OM3 1W.m 66.000 SREF 1 I W  50.FT. 
.COO 4 0 . 0 ~ 1  1w.m €6.000 LREF .JM3 FT. 
.mY IOO.OW 1m.m 6z.000 wG= .p-0 Ft. Xm? .- FT.  
W FT. 
ZM7P .Q000 FT 
KALE 125.- E k N Y  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PITCH MODULATION EFFECT 
(B3MACH = 0.95 PAGE 237 
E A T  ARC 603/604 82 FS C 
' E A T  h9C 603/601 Bl FS C ( 8x1028 1
( BXlO29 I OCAT ARC 603/604 ei FS C 
BETA P-lfM3 Y-no0 PCLfm ~ E ~ ~ f ~ ~ f l ~  
.MX] -000 100.OCO 86.M)O SREF . I  100 SO.FT. 
.OM3 40.000 IOO.030 86.M10 LREF .3750 FT. 
.a 100.000 100.000 8S.OM3 XMZP BREF ,3750 F T .  
.WOO F T .  
'fm .DWD F T .  
zmp . m o  Ff 
s?.i:.~ Ix.anoo P E ~ T  
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
PI TCH MBDULAPION EFFECT 
- - - & a a r ~ r  - t nn PAGE 238 
M T A  SET SYMEKZ CWIGURATI IF I  OEStR!PffW 
i EX1027 1 OCAT ARC 603/EU4 82 F5 C 
I SXIOIB I OCAT AK 603/EO4 82 F5 C [B#IOB I OCAT ARC ~03/604 02 FS c 
BETA ?-W Y-M30 POJ/PF REFDEMZ lNCd3WIDJ 
.000 .OW IOL1.DDO 86.000 SfW I IW SO.FT. 
-000 40.000 lOO.DOD BS.OI30 LEZf .3755 FT. 




Y K P  .OD70 FT. 
ZI4F .- FT 
scAlx 125.DOOD P E h n  
PAGE 239 
DATA SET SYnBln. COW IGuRATIOM OESCRIPT ION - -- - 
OCAT ARC 603/604 B2 F5 C 
E A T  ARC 60W604 82 F5 C 
IBXlO29 I OCAT .WC 603/604 82 FS C 
BETA P-M)[3 Y - r n  PQI# R E F E W E  IhlFORMATIW 
.00;) -000 100.5UO 8 6 . m  S E F  . I IW 43.FT. 
.OW 40.0~3 1m.m e5 .m LREF .Z~O ~ 1 .  
.000 100.000 100.000 6G.ODO BREF XFair .3750 FT. 
.OD00 FT. 
v m  .OW0 FT. 
ZMW .ORDO FT. 
S C N E  125.00MJ PERCHT 
PI TCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
[BIMACH = 0.95 PAGE 240 
t 8x1027 1 E A T  ARC E03/604 02 F5 C 
L B X l m 8 I  @ E A T  ARC 603604 8 2 F 5 E  
[ exla29 EAT ARC 603/m 02 f 5  r 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT* CLM 
P I  TCH MBDULAT ION EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 1-00 PAGE 241 
DATA SET SYM30L CONFIG1IRATION CESCRlPPlM 
aCAT hUC 603/604 B2 325 C 
E A T  fl7C 6031604 82 F5 C 
I BX1029 1 X h T  ARC 603/605 82 F5 C 
BETA P-FZD Y - W  WIpF EFEREhG J ~ ~ T I O N  
.OW .000 1 W . m  E.W 9?5 .IIW SO.Ff. 
.DW 40.000 la3.000 ffi.(3(30 LREF .L*P,Cl FT. 
.OOD 100.000 IGO.OW =.OM3 3759 fl. 
XmP .00OO FT.  
M.wp . a 0  FT.  
Z m P  .OODO FT. 
SCALE f25.MM3 EliCNl 
PITCH MBDULAT I ON EFFECT 
CAIMACH = 0.64 PAGE 242 
PAGE 243 
DATA SET SWSOL C W I G W A S  It34 DESCRIPTIOM E T A  P-nOO Y - r n  PWm l M = m f l f %  
[ EX1027 ;I) M A T  ARC 603/W4 B2 FS C .Do0 -000 103.000 8S.m giET .11W SCJ.FT. 
I BX I OZB I OCAT ARC 60u601 E2 F5 C .om 40.m Irn.000 85.000 mu .3fSO FT. 
[ RX1029 1 W T  ARC 603604 02 F5 C ]p.Rp .m 1m.m IOO.cO0 85.m E S Y  .3750 FT. 
.DCOD FT. 
Ym? .0#10 F T *  
ZWP .awe F T  
SCALE l 2 5 . m  * 




























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
P l PCH HODULAT I BM EFFECT 
CBIMACH = 0.95 
1 1  E r n )  
---- 







I I I  1 1  I I 
MTA SETSWDL MN~IGS?ATICR ESCRIPTICTN BETA P - r n  Y-rrOO PUJm E E F m E 1 W m T I O N  
UCAT hRC 603/60*. B2 FS C .000 .OW 100.OW 86.000 YZEF . t  tW SD.FT. 
.000 4D.OM 100.000 86.000 LREF -3750 FT. 
.WO IOi3.000 IOO-LCCIO 86.000 Ef -3750 FT. 
XmP .a0130 Ff. 
Y E P  .WW FT. 
Zrrs .WW FT.  
SCALE ~Z.000D PERtFIT 
ANGLE BF ATTACKV ALPHA* DEGREES 
PITCH MODULATION EFFECT 
CCIMACH = 1.00 PAGE 244 
